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L identify deficiencies . Consequently , a method was adopted which did meet the
requiressuts to achieve the obj ectives of the contractual effort . Russian
sour ce material fran Mechanical Engineering and Metallurgy were selected for
translation using a base-line SYSTBAN configuration. One sample of each was
translated end then corrected by a b ilingu.ai. exper t in each field. two types
of corrections were considered iaplweatabi e, stan dictionary update and
s a ntic expression update. The sans samples were re—translated incorporating
first the updated stem dictionary and then both it and the updated semantic
expressio ns dictionary . Improvements to sentences under each condition were
recorded . Also, a different sample from each field was translated by the base— j
line configuration end each updated ver sion to maintain control of carry—over
effects tha t may occur due to updating. Overall results across both subj ect
ar eas show a 502 improvement in the sample of sentences when the stem diction-
ary is updated and 562 when the semanti c expres sion update is included in
translation. ir Carry—over effects indica te 402 improvement vs 412 improvement
respectively be achieved in translating related material .
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R EPORT SU~ 1ARY

The research described in brief in this s~nnmary and in detail in
the final report entitled “The Evaluation and Systems Analysis of the
SYSTRAN Machine Translation System” was conducted under Contract No.
F30602—75—C—0078 for Rome Air Development Center. This research was
directed at the evaluation of a machine translation system, SY~TRAN ;
SYSTRAN is used by the Technical Translation Group of the Foreign Tech-
nology Division of Air Force Systems Command for the rapid translation
of scientific and technical literature from the source language, Russian ,
to the target language, English. The purpose of the research was to
examine existing, off—the—shelf machine translation evaluation tethods
for applicability to raw SYSTRAN output , select the one thought most
suited for tha t purpose, evalua te raw SYSTRAN output on the basis of the
selected method , and use the results of the evaluation for a systems
analysis study, particularly in the area of postediting processes.

The eearch for existing, off—the-shelf machine translation evalu-
ation methods was done by extensive literature searches, both of U.S. and
of foreign literature, and by mail contact with U.S. and foreign institu-
tions presently active in machine translation research. The evaluation
methods thus found were analyzed by a team of researchers in terms of
applicability to SYSTR.AN and probable obtainable results. All of them
were rejected for various reasons, including impracticability, previous
questionable results, and prior use with SYSTR.AN. In their place an
entirely new approach to the problem of machine translation evaluation
-was proposed. (Cf. Final Report, Section II, “Review of Existing Machine
Translation Evaluation Methods”; Appendix A , Bibliography).

The new approach involved the evaluation of raw SYSTRAN output
based on the improvement achieved through system dictionary updating.
Raw translations of technical literature were produced on an operational
SYSTRAN system . These translations were edited by bilingual subject—
matter experts and those emendations suited to lexicographic updating
were incorporated into the system dictionary of an experimental SYSTR.AN
system. Additional translations were produced on the experimental system
and were compared with the translations obtained fr om the original system .
At the same time parallel translations of related , previously unedited
technical material were produced to study the carry—over effects of the
changes in the system dictionaries. Computer programs were used for the
comparison of two related translations. The computer programs produced
printouts of sentences differing in the two translations for human analysis
and evaluation. (Cf. Final Report , Appendix ~~, “SYSDIP Computer Program
Description”). Significant results were obtained in the improvement of
raw translation output of the technical fields under study in this research.
Improvement was as high as 56 percent of the total number of sentences
in the translation samples. This improvement carried over to a lesser ,
but still significant, degree in the translations of the related technical
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field.. Of the number of sentences in this second sample, over 40 percent
was improved . At th. same time, a cost—effectiveness study of this process
dewonstrated the value of concentrated lexical editing by bilingual subject—
matter experts for imeediate and for long—range benefits to a machine
translation system. (Cf. Final Report, Section III, “Design and Application
of an Experimental Approach to Machine Translation Improvement and Evalua-
tion”; Appendix C, “An Experimental Measure of the Cost Effectiveness of
Expanding SYSTRAN Subject Area Dictionaries”).

Several additional conclusions could be drawn from the results of
the current research, which dealt specifically with the translation of
two technical areas, metallurgy and mechanical engineering. It can be
assumed that an iterative process incorporating the above methodology of
updating system dictionaries on the basis of raw system output would
rapidly improve a given technical lexicon to its practical limit. It can
further be assumed that the mane typ, of research would yield similar
improvement in technical areas not covered in the present research.
Furth ermore , althou gh not all smendations made by the bilingual subject—
matter experts could be used for system dictionary updating , the remainder
of these emendations was analyzed and produced suggestions for further
improvement in several other components of the SYSTRAN system. These
components included the set of lexical routines which are an extension of
the syst dictionary, and several of the syntactic and semantic routines
of the system. Other areas affsctsd by this analysis were the input
preparation process and the various postediting processes presently in
use with the SYSTRAI~ machine translation system. (Cf. Final R.port,
Section IV , “Conclusions and Recomeendat ions”).
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EVALUATION

The procedures used to correc t deficiencies in translations produced by
SYSTRAN ; namely, stem dictionary update and semantic expression dictionary
update were already known to be methods of improving the quality of the out-
put. The value of the work performed under this contract Is that it provides
quantitative degrees of improvement. Since the level of lexical capability
was known for each of the two subject areas addressed in this effort , the
Air Force can extrapolate these results to similar situations and in conjunction
with the cost data provided can make more accurate assessments of the cost
benefits to be derived in implementing these procedures . This work is in support
of the written word exploitation mission as defined in TPO No III A.

~~ 4~.Qk-% ~~~~~~~~NICHOLAS M. DIFONDI
Project Engineer
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This research report describes a 20—month effor t  to evaluate and
to improv e the translation quality of the S’(STRAN system for machine
translation of Russian scientific and technical literature . The evaluation
of the translation quality was based on the unedited output of the SYSTRA~system; research toward the improvement of translation quali ty was directed
primarily at improvement of the existing SYSTRAN dictionaries , in the
linguistic sense. No attempt was made to restructure this lexical component
of the system. Similarly, no attempt was made to analyze or to restructure
the syntacto—semantic components of the system . Results of this research
were two—fold : (1) the thorough analysis and subsequent updating of the
lexical component resulted in a marked improvement in the technical accuracy
of the translation quality In the unedited output; (2) a number of con-
structive Ideas was generated for further possible improvement of SYSTRAN ,
both in the lexical and in the syntacto—semantic components of the system.

The S?STR.AN research effor t  was specifically directed toward a
number of well—defined objectives. The primary goal was to explore the
possibility of establishing an evaluation method for machine translation
output based on objective criteria. Such a method was to be chosen from
existing machine translation evaluation methods. In addition to simply
evaluating unedited machine translation output , the selected evaluation
method was also to be used for systematic feasibility studies fo r further
improvements to the SYSTRAN system, and for objective evaluation of the
results of experimental changes Introduced into the various components
of the system , as well as studies of carry—over effects of limited changes
from one component to other parts of the system . The selected evaluation
method was also to be applied to systems analysis studies of SYSTRAN , both
in a language—oriented and in a computer—oriented sense. These studies
included comparisons of unedited and postedited output for the linguistic
part, and studies of trade—of fs between linguistic improvement and computer
usage for the computer—oriented part.

The specific objectives of the SYSTRAN research effort were
accomplished in two major tasks. The first of these tasks was an exhaustive
study of existing machine translation (NT) evaluation methods. This study
involved a preliminary analysis of such evaluation methods for their possible
applicability to eh. specific requirements of SYSTR.AN. This first task also
involved a comparison of those NT evaluation meth-ds that were found to be
applicable to SYSTRAN with the method presently in actual use for the
evaluation of SYSTRAN output. Based on these analyses, an evaluation
method was selected for experimental use in the remainder of the research
effort. The second major task was the employment of the selected evaluation
method in the analysis of SYSTRAN, mainly in its lexical component , but

f also, to a certain degree , in the related systems level. This analytic
work concentrated mainly on the benefits achievable in translation quality
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through systematit efforts in dictionary updating, with some tentative
feasibility studies on the usefulness and desirability of such major
concentrated systems updating.
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SECTION II
- • 

REVIEW OF EXISTING MACHINE TRANSLATION EVALUATION METHODS

Introduction

Although mechanical translation or machine—aided translation of
natural language texts had its inception practically with the introduction
of the elec tron ic computer , much less research has gone into the developmen t
and study of relatively objective machine translation evaluation methods.
The search for existing, off—the—shelf MT evaluation methods was conducted
in two concurrent phases. The first of these phases was an extensive and
exhaustive search of pertinent literature , through information dissemination
facilities such as ERIC and NTIS. This literature search included review
of technical magazines such as those published by the Association of
Computational Linguistics, and of books by preeminent authors in this
technical f ield , such as H. P. Edmundson and Paul Garvin. However,
literature of other technical areas was also reviewed. These areas
included artificial intelligence, simulation, computer—aided instruction,
modern language teaching, information processing, and experimental
psychology. In addition, study of pertinent Russian, French, and German
literature in natural language applications also formed part of this
preliminary research, which covered the period of the mid—l950 ’s to the
present.

The second phase of this search was direct contact with institu-
tions presently active in the field of machine—aided translation, both in
the United States, such as the Universities of Texas and California, and
outside the United States, such as the University of Montreal in Canada and
the University of Grenoble in France. Disappointingly , it was found that
published research of MT evaluation methods had ceased in the mid— to late—
1960’s, and, although a surprising amount of research was to be found in
machine—aided translation, none of it seemed to be directed toward evalua-
tion methuds for the results of this research.

Nevertheless, the search for existing Mr evaluation methods led
to approximately thirty types of methods. Included in this number were
both theoretical, untested methods, and methods that had actually been
applied to the evaluation of machine—aided natural language translations,
with varying degrees of success. Also included in this number were several
methods of evaluating language capacity not directly related to NT evalua-
tion; they were included because it was f.lt that they could , with only
slight modifications, be applied to NT evaluation work.

The initial analysis of existing Mr evaluation methods showed
that , in general , they tended to evaluate a translation by measuring a
single component of the translation on some suitable scale . For a more
thorough analysis of their applicability and usefulness as regards the
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SYSTRAN system, these evaluation methods were classified into related
groups based on the evaluated components, such as readability, compre-
hensibility, intelligibility, and informativeness. The following outline
is a description of MT evaluation methods arranged in precisely that form.
It is listed here partly for general information. Further details can be
found in the references listed in the bibliography in Appendix A. It is
also listed here, however, because this initial analysis formed the basis
of the more thorough analysis by Battelle researchers who were involved
in the effort to single out those evaluation methods thought to satisfy
best both the criteria established for a satisfactory MT evaluation method
and the remaining requirements of the overall research effort.

Classification of Machine Translation Evaluation Methods

The eight major headings in this classification combine MT
evaluation methods that form logically homogeneous groups. These groups
contain both untested theoretical methods and experimentally tested ones.
It is to be noted that Heading VII and Heading VIII contain major subor-
dinate and possibly applicable methods, respectively. In addition,
although many of these evaluation methods are theoretically applicable
to general natural language work, the following discussion will be
restricted, whenever possible, to the context of the translation of
restricted t echnical areas.

I. Subjective Evaluation Methods

In general, a subjective evaluation reflects the judgment of
a bilingual expert , based mainly on his knowledge of the two
languages in question. However, personal preferences may
occasionally introduce a slight bias in their conclusions.

A. Free Subjective Evaluation

1. Fidelity of Translation

This method is a completely subjective evaluation
of a translation. It is done by a bilingual expert
who compares the translation to the original source
material and who bases his evaluation on the
correctness of the information transferred from
source to target language . This method is listed
as a primary reference , since it , in effect, is
the method presently used to evaluate SYSTRAN
output.

4



2. Ouality of Translation

This evaluation method is practically the same as
the one described under fidelity of translat ion.
However , in addition to a consideration of correc t
information transfer, the evaluator also considers
such other factors as use of correct syntax and
language style . Because of these additional
factors, it is not so easily applicable to Mr
evaluation as the simpler fidelity of translation
test. The arbitrariness of completely subjective
evaluation can be reduced either by using a team
of evaluators to obtain an average consensus of
opinion, or by restricting the evaluator within
specific limits, as in the following section .

B. Scale—Restricted Subjective Evaluation

1
• Fidelity of Translation

a. The first evaluation method under this head ing,
discussed by Miller and Beebe—Center, is a
subjective evaluation of the information
content of a machine translation. It can
be done by comparing the mechanical translation
with either the original material or a cri-
terion translation of the original. The
evaluator , however , is asked to assign a
grade of 0 to 100 to the t ranslated material ,
theoretically forcing him to a more careful
examination of the translated material.

b. A similar method, discussed by Crook and Bishop,
uses the same theoretical procedures, but
reduces the scale of evaluation to a restricted
range of 1—25. An adaptation of these con-
cepts has been used for SYSTRAN evaluation ,
in which, in addition to the free subjective
evaluation discussed above, a very general
5—point scale has been used by SYSTR.AN eval-
ustors.

2. ~ iality of Translation

a. Crook and Bishop, using the same scale of 1—25
applied to fidelity of translation judgments,
also conducted experiments on the evaluation
of several types of translations, mechanical
and human, without reference either to a
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criterion translation, or to the original
source material. The scores in these experi—
sante showed strong correlation with the
fidelity of translation tests. Once again,
it is obviously possible to reduce the subjec-
tive aspect of these evaluations by using
teams of evaluators in addition to point
scales.

II. Lexico—Syntactic Evaluation Methods

The methods discussed here use lexical and syntactic units
to evaluate translations. It must be stressed, however,
that these units are used not as concepts with specific
functions within a gramear, but as independently manipulable
units.

A. Lexical Evaluation

1. Thia method , discussed by Miller and Beebe—Center ,
is based on lexical units. Criterion and test
translations are compared on the basis of a coimnon
vocabulary, i.e., the number of same wor ds
appearing in the two translations. The evaluation
score, N, is defined as follows:

where S is the total number of identical words in
the two translations, and T ~s the total number ofwords in the criterion translation. Limited
experiments shoved reasonable correlation of
evaluation scores with acceptable translation
quality.

2. A second evaluation method employing lexical units,
also described by Miller and Beebe—Center , again is
based on the number of shared words in a criterion
and a test transla tion . The evaluation score
depends on the ordinal position of the shared
words in the respec t ive text s, and is defined as
the ratio of the number of shared words in the
same ordinal position to the number of shared
words. Limited experiments were conducted to test
this method; none of these was on machine—aided
translation research .

6
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B. Syntactic Evaluation

1. The same theoretical concept that was used in the
first of the lexical evaluation methods is applied
by Miller and Beebe—Center to develop another
possible evaluation method . The comparison of
criterion and test translations is based on a pre—
selected number and type of syntactic constructions,
such as an adj ective—noun combination . The evalu-
ation score , N, is defined as above in terms of
shared and total number of the preselected syntactic
units. Results from experiments on this method
were described both as tentattv~ and as incon-
clusive.

2. The following method, also based on the research
of Miller and Beebe—Center, would employ the lin-
guistic concept of degree of graumiaticality for -

evaluation purposes. It is suggested that a
rating scheme based on this concept could be
developed and used with source material and test
and criterion translations. However, the authors
state it only as a theoretical possibility. It
is not developed to the testing stage.

3. A final syntactic evaluation method by the same
authors is based on another linguistic concept,
that of an immediate constituent analysis of both
source material and target translation. The
evaluation would be based on a comparison of the
two analyses. This method is also suggested only
as a theoretical possibility, and is not developed
to the testing stage.

III. Evaluation Methods Based on Measures of Transmitted Information

One important factor in the evaluation of translations of
natural languages is the amount and the correctness of the
information transferred from th. source to the target lan—
guage. The evaluation methods discussed under this heading
all reflect emphasis on that factor.

A. Evaluation Method s Based on Information Theory

1. Miller and Beebe—Center discuss the possibility of
an evaluation method based on the concept of
reversibility. This method involves a translation
from a source to a target language, and a transla-
tion of this material back to the source language.
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The evaluation would be based on a comparison of
the information content of the original source
material and the translated translation. This
method, too, is not developed beyond the theoret-
ical discussion.

2. The same authors suggest the application of infor-
mation theoretic concepts due to C. Shannon to
natural language evaluation. In the proper nota-
tion, the method is based on the following formula :

T a H(x) - H~(x), where
T total information common to two trans-

lations, x and y
H(x) — amount of information in x
Hy(x) a amount of information in x when

y is known.

Using Shannon ’s method of calculating H, R(x) is
obtained by letting a test subject guess successive
letters in translation x; Hy(x) is obtained by
letting a test subject guess successive letters
in x, after having read translation y. Now, if
x and y are translations, T, a function of H,
should be high when translations are good, and low
when they are bad. Some tentative experiments on
natural language translations shoved precisely
this correlation. It must be pointed out that
this method , using, as it does, alphabetic units,
really measures information transfer frost an
information theoretic and not frost a linguistic
sense. The following section lists evaluation
methods tha t are more language—oriented.

B. Evaluation Methods Based in Informativeness Scales

1. This evaluation method uses the concept of infor-
mation transfer and is based on an inform ativeness
scale devaloped by Carroll. Test subjects study
first a teat translation and then either the orig-
inal source material or a criterion translation.
They then assign an evaluatio n rating to the source
material or the criterion tran slation based on how
informative they considered it to be in comparison
with the test translation. The underlying assump-
tion is that, if the translattoi~ is good, theoriginal material will rank low on the informative—
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ness scale, and it will rank high if the translation
is bad . Carroll’s scale used in this research is
a ten—point scale, with “9” defined as “extremely
info rmative ” at one end , and “0” defined as “the
original contains, if anything, less information
than the translation” at the other extreme. It
is t o be noted that the concept underlying Carroll ’s
scale and its application is precisely Shannon ’s
information transfer adapted to natural language
research. In this particular experiment , Carroll’ s
scale was appl ied to individual sour ce and target
language sentences and showed the expected cor-
relation.

2. The same method , i.e., Carroll’ s scale and the
necessary source and target language test material ,
was used in experiments conducted by Leavitt ,
Caber , and Shannon , with one difference. These
researchers felt that simple sentences gave insuf-
ficient context for judging informativeness.
They therefore used textual units rather than
individual sentences as their test material. A
textual unit is defined as a block of text treating
one conenpiete idea or concept. These researchers
also found the expected correlation between their
test material and the ratings obtained from
Carroll’s scale .

3. Although based on a somewhat d i f ferent  concept ,
the evaluation method developed by Szanser can
also be discussed under the heading of information
transfer. Szanser developed a scale based on the
concept of usefulness , i.e. , it is a scale developed
with emphasis on a monolingual user of a mechanical
translation and its degree of usefulness to him.
Evaluation of a translation is made in two steps.
First , test subjects evaluate machine translations
completely subjectively and without reference to
source material. Second, test administrators
assign usefulness scale ratings based on their
interpretation of these subjective evaluations.
The usefulness scale itself is a nine—point scale,
with “8” defined as “fully adequate” and “2”
defined as “poor”. Odd scale points , like 7 , are
defined in terms of “between 6 and 8”, and the
logical end points 10 and 0, “absolutely perfect ”
and “absolutely no sense”, are not used. This
scale was used to evaluate MT work in England , and ,
in general , the user—oriented scale rated MT output
as “average ” .

9



IV. Evaluation Methods Based on Measures of Intelligibility

Two factors used to evaluate mechanical translations are
intelligibility and comprehensibility. In general usage,
these terms are considered synonymous. For the purpose of
this analysis, these terms will be differentiated. In the
context of MT evaluations, intelligibilit1 will refer to
the ease with which a mechanical translation can be under-
stood, i.e., how clear is it to a reader?

A. Evaluations Based on Sentences

1. Carroll, in developing the informativeness scale
for MT evaluation , also developed a similar scale
fo r the measure of intelligibility. Test subjects
considered individual, out—of—context sentences
drawn from translated material only, and rated
these sentences for intelligibility using Carroll’s
nine—point scale, where “9” is defined as
“perfectly clear” and “1” is defined as “hopelessly
unintelligible”. In several of these experiments
a time measure was included in connection with
the intelligibility evaluation. This time measure
showed almost linear negative correlation with
intelligibility ratings.

2. An alternate evaluation method, also based on this
concept of intelligibility, consists of a sequence
of tests called “jud gment of clarity ” tests by
their author. Developed and tested by Pfafflin,
this method requires test subjects to evaluate sets
of single, out—of—conteirt sentences on a very -

general three—point scale, with the points defined
as “clear , unclear , no meaning”. However, the term
“unclear” includes both sentences tha t are diff i—
cult to understand because of a poor translat ion
and those that are unclear because of an ambiguou s
construction. The ssquence of teats consists of
an application of this rating scale to several sets
of sentences. One set consists of hand—translated
sentences , the second set consists of machine—
translated ones , and the final set is a mixed set
drawn from the hand—translated and the machine-
translated sets. One interesting result of the se
experi ment s was that in the mixed set of sentences
the hand—tran slated ones were consistently ra nked
higher , and the machine—translated sentences were
consistently ranked lover on the clarity scale than
in thei r uneixed sets.
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B. Evaluations Based on Units Other Than Sentences

1. Leavitt, Gates and Shannon , in addition to applying
Carroll’ s scale of informativeness to MT evaluation
work, also conducted experiments with Carroll’s
scale of intelligibility. Again , the unit used for
testing purposes was not a single sentence but a
textual unit. The results, however, showed no
appreciable variations from those derived by
Carroll himself , in his work.

2. Another team of researchers, Crook and Bishop,
basing their work on the same factor of intelli-
gibility, developed their own scale for its evalu-
ation. The Crook and Bishop intelligibility scale
consists of seven points, rather than nine; “1”
is defined as “about as good as comparable material
in the target language” and “7” is defined as
“only vague impression of meaning can be obtained”.
In this case, test subjects were asked to evaluate
complete texts, rather than single sentences or
textual units. Therefore, in this test, context
played an importan t part in determining intelligi-
bility. This conclusion is further strengthened
by an additional result. The intelligibility tests
were administered in conjunction with comprehension
tests, and showed generally more correlation with
comprehension than with fidelity of translation
measures.

V. Evaluation Methods Based on Measures of Comprehensibility

Methods of MT evaluation based on the factor of comprehen-
sibility reflect one of the more important properties of a
translation. Where the factor of intelligibility, discussed
above, is based on the general clarity of a translation,
whether in its entirety or in out—of—context segments, cost—
prehensibility is based on how thoroughly an entire transla-
tion can be understood.

A. Comprehension Based on Direct Question s

1. The most obvious method for testing comprehension
is to ask questions about the material to be com-
prehended . Miller and Beebe—Center suggest this
approach as a possible testing method for the coin—
prehension of mechanical translations. No tests
were run on this method.
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B. Multiple Choice Comprehension Tests

1. A second evaluation method for comprehension is
the well—known multiple choice test. As in the
case of the direct question tests, Miller and
Beebe—Center suggest the multiple choice test as
a possible evaluation method for mechanical
translation. However, except for suggesting some
possibi . guidelines for developing and administer-
ir’g such tests, the authors do not develop this
method further.

2. Another researcher in the area of mechanical
translation evaluation methods does apply the
multiple choice method. Pfafflin developed and
administered such a method, which was applied as
follows. The multiple choice tests were prepared
based on the original source material. Test sub-
jects were tested both over hand—translated and
over machine—translated target language material.
Results showed that, although scores for both types
of translations were above the guessing level,
differences in correct responses between the hand
and the machine translations were significant. So
were the differences in time spent on each. It
inust be carefully noted that one important result
in this research was that both scores and times
improved on machine translation tests as test
subjects became accustomed to the peculiarities of
machine—translated material. In addition to taking
the multiple choice tests, subjects were asked to
grade the adequacy of machine translations. The
scale used was a three—poin t scale divided in to
“adequate ; adequate as a guide for deciding whether
to request a better translation; useless”. Like
Szanser ’s approach, this scale is directed toward
the user of a translation , and , like the average
results obtained by Szanaer, Pfafflin f ound that
fully 86 percent of the machine—translated material
fell into the “adequate as a guide ” category .

3. The same type of multiple choice tests was used by
Crook and Bishop in MT evaluation studies . Great
care was taken in the selection of test subj ects.
They included experts on technical fields, as well
as nonexperts; they included profic ient bilinguale ,
as well as monolingual.. It was found that dif-
ference s in scores among the several types of hand
and machine translations were store significant
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than other factors like knowledge of a technical
f ield or prof iciency in both source and tar get
languages.

4. Still another researcher, Orr , also used multiple
• choice tests in his ~T evaluation work. His work

is of interest because of the additional controls
he used. Orr based his multiple choice tests on
hand—translated , rather than source language,
material. However , Orr initially analyzed his
multiple choice tests, generating supporting
statistics like item difficulties , item test
correlations, and Kuder—Richardson reliabilities.
Orr also based his evaluation scores on three
different types of multiple choice questions.
One test consisted of direct or literal questions,
based on material explicitly stated in the t~~ts;a second test was composed of equivalent questions ,
based on material covered in the text, but para-
phrased ; a final test consisted of indirect or
inferential questions, based on material not
covered explicitly in the text , and consequently
requiring an understanding of the text beyond a
single word or sentence . In general , test scores
varied for the different test types to a statis-
tically significant degree.

5. It is important to note that the evaluation method
most of ten appl ied to MT research , multiple choice
tests, was not developed specifically for MT evalu-
ation, and thus the statement reflects the state
of the art for MT evaluation work. The multiple
choice evaluation method is varied slightly by
researchers through the introduction of additional,
supplemental tests. Thus, for example, the material
developed by Orr was also used by Leavitt, Gates,
and Shannon in their work of evaluating machine
translations. The only additional improvement
over the work by Orr was the testing of the reading
ability of test subjects to form as homogeneous a
sample of test subjects as possible. The test
used for this purpose was the Nelson—Denny Reading
Test. Research results, however, to a large degree
paralleled the results of other researchers using
the same basic evaluations method.

13
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VI. Evaluation Methods Based on Readability

Like the MT evaluation methods based on the factor of compre-
hensibility, evaluation methods based on the concept of
readability must consider, if not the whole, then at least
a sizable segment of the translated material. This require-
ment is due to the fact that the method, although called a
readabilit~y method, measures the appropriate overall con-textual cohesiveness.

A. The Close Technique

1. The evaluation method measuring readability was
first applied by Crook and Bishop to their research
on machine translations. The method itself,
called the Close technique and developed initially
by Taylor, is based on the psychological concept
of Gestalt, leading to the consideration of a
mechanical translation as a theoretical, unified
whole. In its linguistic application the method
is used in the following manner. The text of a
given translation is mutilated by the omission of
a certain number of words, and test subjects are
asked to fill in the blanks. The number of correct
responses determines both the score and an evalua-
tion based on that score. Several variations can
be introduced into this method . Words can either
be omitted on a random bas is, or words can be
omitted every nth step, where n can be an arbi-
trarily chosen value. Scores can be kept based
on responses of the exact original omitted word,
or synonyms and paraphrases of the original can
be permitted. Crook and Bishop used elimination
of every 8th word. They also ran two tests. In
one, correct responses were only those reproducing
the original word; in the other, anything that
reproduced th. sense of the original was accepted.
Tentative results showed some correlation between
quality of translation and readability. Reading
time , measured as an independent variable during
th. administration of the Close technique, also
shoved the same correlation.

2. T~o other researchers, Sinaiko and Riare, also
applied the Close technique in an extended series
of tests to evaluate mechanical translaEions by
the readability factor. Abstracts of papers
published by the two authors indicate that read-
ability tests based on this technique have been
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successful to a certain degree , but that better
results can be achieved by combinations of methods .
In at least one sequence of evaluation experiments ,
Sinaiko and Kiare used this technique in conjunction
with reading comprehension tests and clarity ratings ,
as well as time needed to complete each of these tasks .

VII. Miscellaneous Subordinate Evaluation Methods

In general , the evalua t ion methods listed under this heading
were all used in conjunction with other methods and to
supplement information gained from these other methods . They
are listed here separately for the sake of logical clarity and
logical completeness.

A. Time-Related Evaluation Methods

1. In the study of machine translation evaluation using
multiple choice tests conducted by Orr , he measured
two additional variables , rate of work , and rate of
accuracy. Rate of work was defined as the total time
taken for a given multiple choice test in terms of
the number of 10—minute periods into which the test
was divided. Rate of accuracy , on the other hand ,
was defined as the number of items correctly answered
per 10—minute period . These two additional measures
were used together with the results of the multiple
choice tests for a comprehens ive evaluation of machine
translations.

2. Researchers for Arthur D. Little , Inc., published the
results of an evaluation of a machine translation
system and the method applied used reading time as
the major independent factor. Comprehension of the
test material was considered only secondarily. The
surprising and questionable conclusion drawn from this
test was that there were no appreciable differences
between hand—translated and machine-translated material.

B. Other Dependent Methods

Leavitt, Gates, and Shannon added a factor called a Task
Importance Rating to their study involving intelligibility
and informativeness tests f or MT evaluation. This rating
has two sections. The first section is to be completed by
teat subjects only if the teat subjects recall ever having
seen or used the information in the textual unit being
evaluated , or if the test subjects decide that they could

• have used that informa t ion in the ir areas of technical
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competence . The first section of the Task Importance
Rating consists of seven questions , each to be graded on
a nine—point scale on the re lative importance of the
translated material to the test subjects. The second
section of the Task Importance Rating , which must be
completed, contains three questions , each of them aga in
to be graded on a nine—point scale on the relative use-
fulness of the textual unit in presenting factual inform-
ation , or in helping to find related technical material.
This rating was used in conjunction with scores from
the intelligibility and the informativeness scales f or
the evaluation of machine—translation material. In general,
howeve r , it can be concluded that methods of this type
may contribute to the over-all evaluation of MT material,
but that they are not particularly suited to be applied
independently for that purpose.

VIII. Possible Alternate MT Evaluation Methods

The following section includes descriptions of tests or
references to methods that were not developed for application
to machine-translation evaluation. They also were not used for
this purpose . In general, not enough information was obtained
on these methods for an applicability study of these methods
of MT evaluation. Nevertheless, they are here listed as
eventual possible additiona l eval uation methods , thus
completing this outline of theoretical, practical , and possible
MT evaluation methods .

A. Psychologically-Ociented Tests

1. A psychologically-oriented language proficiency
test based on a technique known as Clozentropy has
been developed by Darnell. This test measures the
performance of a teat subject in terms of a group
norm . For example , foreig n student s learning
English have been rated according to the extent to
which their responses to the teat questions agree
with the normal or average responses to native
speakers. Here a good po sibility exists of rating
machine translations by equating the machine trans-
lations - as the norm of native speakers , and scoring
the machine translation according to the method of
the Closentro py technique .

2. Another language evaluation technique , also
psychological ty-or iented . is one developed by
Spoisky, who used the principles of a noise test to
evaluate the language proficiency of foreign students .
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The method cons ists of an oral teat of understanding
of English sentences to which noise levels of 1 db ,
4 db , 7 db , 10 db , and 50 db are added electronically .
The greater the electronic interference , the better
a language knowledge must be for good understanding
of the distorted sentence . For the purpose of NT
evaluation , degrees of understanding of a set of
distorted mach ine translations , at a cons tant db
level , could be tested for correlation with quality
of translations.

B. Statistically—Oriented Tests

1. Nakaniura has developed a procedure for  the auto matic
identification of natural languages on the basis of
small samples of text. The procedure is based on a
statistical treatment of language elements and has
been applied to approximately 25 languages from a
var iety of language fam ilies with reasonably good
success . Therefore , this procedure could perhaps
be used to differentiate between good and bad
trans lations . That is , if the procedure could be
made sensitive enough to classify a submitted
sample as “definitely English , poss ibly English ,
no decision possible” , then it could be used for the
purpose of MT evaluation work.

This last section completes the review of existing, of f—the-
shelf machine translation evaluation methods. The next section will
consider these methods, group by group , with a view to the’r applicability
for evaluating a specific machine translation system , SYSTRAN.

Preliminary Feasibility Analysis of Existin&
Evalua t ion Methods

The existing machine translation evaluation methods , descr ibed
briefly in outline form in the previous section, were subjected to a
thorough and comprehensive feasibility study by a team of researchers
consisting of a mathematical linguist , an expert bilingual editor , a
behavorial psychologist, and a statistician. The feasibility study
centered on an analysis of the general properties of the evaluation
metho~a and their possible applicability to the specific requirements
of the present MT research project. This analysis was constrained by
the following general cons ideration s .

Theoretically, a scientific procedure should be objective,
valid , and reliable. A practical method for evaluating transla tions of
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natural languages with any degree of confidence , should satisfy , to as
large an ex tent as possible , those three conditions . It should be valid ,
i.e., it should measure whatever it is designed to measure with an accep-
table degree of accuracy . It should be reliable, i.e., it should produce
the same results with an acceptable degree of consistency . It should be
objectiv e , i .e . ,  it should be as free of subjective bias as possible .
However , because this particular procedure deals with the evaluation of
natural language output, it cannot be completely objective, for the
final judgment on translation quality must still be made by a human
bilingual expert. Nevertheless , the procedure should be able to offer
the human evaluator as much objective information about a translation
as possible. A secondary consideration, not so important as the three
main considerations , should be ease of application , if a procedure is to
be used repeatedly .

The preliminary ana lysis of existing MT evaluation methods
brought out two important points. The first point was that most of the
existing evaluation methods tend to isolate one component of a transla-
tion , such as comprehens ibility , and to evaluate the translation on the
basis of that single component. The second point was that, in general,
there exists only one method for measuring such a component. Other
related methods tend to use the same theoretical concept , with variations
either in the basic definition of that component, or with differences
in the units used to measure the component, coupled with differences in
the interpretation of the resulting evaluation scores . This second
point does have, however, an important result: the fundamental concept
underlying an evaluation method based on one component has been used
often enough in experimental studies, so that it can be assumed to be
both reasonably valid and reliable.

However, the Battelle research team felt that human evaluators
and, more importantly- in the context of this research , users of MT
material judge the quality of a translation by more than just one pre-
selected component. Therefore, the research team involved in this
prelimina ry analysis of evaluation methods based its selective work on
two factors. The first of these was a close adherence to the criteria
of validity, reliability , and objectivity discussed above. The second
of these was a careful study of the possible mutual interrelationship
or logical interaction of those evaluation methods selected at this
stage of the analysis. The analysis was performed on groups of evalua-
tion methods sharing an underlying theoretical concept; the decisions
and the reasons for the decisions following this analysis are discussed
below. These results are presented in outline form for each group of
analyzed evaluation methods . The groups themselves are based on the
groups defined for the initial description of these methods , and follow
the order of the outline in the preceding section.

18
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Ap p l i c a b i l i ty  Study on Ex i s t i ng  Eva lua t ion  Methods

Direct consideration of the off-the-shelf machine translation
evaluation methods included the facts that these methods included both
theoretical , untested method s , and exper imenta l l y tes t ed ones , as well
as both questionable and acceptable  r e su l t s  from t h i s  l a t te r  group . Of
the existing methods based on single components , those selected were
chosen both on the basis of the relative importance of tha t component for
translation evaluation , and on the basis of a strong possibility of close
interaction among these single components.

I. Sub -lective Evaluation Methods

Evaluation methods based on subjective evaluation were
eliminated immediately . Two main reasons can be cited
for their exclusion . The 9rst is the aim of as much
objectivity as possible , lacking in this approach. The
second is the fact that this method is presentl y used
to evaluat SYSTRAN output , and part of this research was
to find , if possible an alternative evaluation tool.

II. Lexico-Syntactic Evaluation Methods

Evaluation methods based on lexico—syntactic princ iples , as
defined in the previous section , were also immediately
eliminated from further consideration. There are a number
of reasons for their exclusion . Some of these methods are
theoretical in nature and have never been tested. Others
have been tested under such limited conditions as to make
their reliability and their validity questionable. Most
important, however , is the fact that many of these methods,
such as the one based on ordinal word positions , are lin-
guistically unmotivated , even though positivie correlation
may exist between experimental scores and translation
quality.

III. Evaluation Methods Based on Measures of Transmitted
Info~mat ion

The evaluation method based on concepts due to Shannon
measures informa t ion transfer  as defined in communication
theory, not as in natura l language communication . It is also
a very cumbersome, impractical process. However, the same
concept, linguistically or iented , underl ies the methods us ing
informativeness scales. Of the ones discussed , the method
developed by Carroll is probably the most valid and reliable
because of repeated use . Correct information transfer is
one of the most important properties of a translation ;
infor~~tivenesa was therefore the first of four factors to
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be chosen for possible trr evaluation work. It was also felt
that single sentences out of context formed samples too small
for evaluation pruposes. The Carroll scale of informative-

,., ness was therefore selected to be applied to textua l units.

IV. Evaluation Methods Based on Measures of Intelligibility

IntellIgibility of a translation, as defined for purpose of
MT evaluation , i.e., ease of understand ing, was selected as
a second factor for judging translation quality. Of the
three intelligibility scales discussed in conjunction with
evaluation methods , Carroll’ s is again the most reliable and
val id , due both to repeated use and the careful effort with
which it was constructed. It will therefore be used to mea-
sure the component of intelligibility. However , as in the
case of informativeness and for the same reasons , the scale
will be used in conjunction with a textual unit rather
than with single sentences.

V. Evaluation Methods Based on Measures of Comprehensibility

Comprehensibility, again as defined for MT evaluation , i.e.,
thoroughness of understanding, was felt to be another
important property of a translation, and was therefore
selected as the third of four factors to be considered. In
existing methods this component has been measured only by
multiple choice tests . Hence, for reasons of validity,
applications of this method must use multiple choice tests.
For thorough testing , it was felt that both the literal type
question and the indirect type question should be used, in
order to eliminate guessing levels, at least in part.

VI. Evaluation Methods Based on Readability

It was decided to include a fourth factor in the study of MT
evaluation, that of readability. This factor was included
ma inly for a theoretical study of possible effects on inter-
action among the major components selected. One testing
technique only ha. been applied to the component of read-
ability — the Close technique. It was to be applied to the
testing of readability under the following conditions:
regular interval elimination of words from a sample test,
and acceptance of paraphrases of the origina l text.

VII. Miscellaneous Subordinate Evaluation Methods

Th. minor MT evaluation methods under this heading were all
•liminat.d from additional consideration, except for the time
variable. Although the t~iortanee of tim. as an independent
variable y be questionable , it is a relatively simple matter
to gather the appropriat. data . It was therefore decided to
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measure time as a factor , with its possible inclusion in the
- 
-

~ f in al ana lysis of MT evaluation method s to depend on later
stud ies of its correlation with the other selected components
of a mechanical translation .

VIII. Possible Alternative Evalua t ion Methods

The evaluation methods discussed under this heading were
initially included as possibly applicable to MT evaluation
work. Since none of them had been applied to actual MT
evaluation , and since therefore no data were available on
factors like reliability and validity, none of these methods
was seriously considered for further use in the present
project.

From the above study it was concluded that, given the state of the
art of MT evaluation techniques, a combination of methods testing for the
four factors of informativeness , intelligibility, comprehensibility , and
readability would probably yield the most reliable tool for va lid NT evalu-
ation . These methods would be administered singly, using the directions
suggested by their developers. The results , obtained from several technical
fields and several types of translations , would then be evaluated several
ways, including statistical tests of significance. The same resul ts  would
then also be analyzed as a group for interaction and dependence trends ,
using automatic interaction detector processes, also primarily statistical
in ‘~ature . In these preliminary stages, one additional minor suggestion
was discussed . It was felt that both the Cloze technique in the readability
tests and the imaltiple choice questions in the comprehensibility tests could
reasonably be supplanted by appropr iately des igned , easily applied scales
such as the ones used in the informativeness and in te l l ig ib i l i ty  tests
developed by Carroll.  These two alternate approaches to the present MT
evaluation problem — direct use of existing tests or slight modifications of
some of these tests for the sake of convenience — were then extensively
studied for advantages and disadvantages and ~h. resultant finding , withadjoint recoma.ndations, were then submitted to the Technical Translation
Group of the Foreign Technology Division in Dayton for approval. The
following general cons iderations were also raised in conjunction with this
anal ysis .

No translation , whether human or machine-aided, w ill ever be
cons idered completely satisfactory by human evaluator s , although the trans-
lation of technical material can approach that goa l more closely than
translation of , say , classica l literature . It follows , therefore , tha t ,
with or without objective eva luation criteria , given the present genera l
state of MT quality, human translations will be better than post-edited
machin, translation, which in turn will be judged better than unedited
machine translation. Consequently, th. question of an evaluation method
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for machine translations should perhaps be limited to evaluating the output
of an MT system based on the design criteria and limitation of that system,
rather than on a theoretically perfect linguistic output . Finally, in
conjunction with this last point, consideration must also be given to the
goal of a translation system. In the case of a system like SYSTRAN whose
function is the rapid translation of Soviet technica l literature , the main
criterion for evaluation should be the correct transfer of information
content of the source material to the target language, in a form most
practical to the potential user of that system.

Review of Suggested Alternate Approaches to
Machine Transla tion Eva luation Method s

Two alternate approaches to machine translation evaluation ,
based on ex isting methods , were developed. The first inc luded the use of
tests for factors like intelligibility, both ind ividually and in groups ,
for such evaluations. These tests were to be used as originally developed
by their authors. The second approach included the same factors; the
difference from the first approach was due to minor modifications in
scoring some of these factors . Thes. two suggested alternate approaches
to the evaluation of a specific MT system, SYSTRAN , can be studied joinly
in terms of their advantages and disadvantages .

One imsediate advantage of these approaches is the fact tha t the
selected tests had all b..n used effectively in prev ious MT evaluation work,
hence, they could on that basis be cons idered valid . Since , in general , they
had produced positive results, i.e., the results of these tests had corre-
lated well with projected results repeatedly, they could also be considered
reliable. These methods, therefore, satisfied two of the desired criteria
for a scientific process , reliability and validity. In add ition , the use
of strictly limited sca les and objective grading of ~ altipla choice tests
introduced a certain amount of objectivity, thus satisfying , at least in
part, the third required criterion for a scientific process. There were,
of course , other possibl. advantages. The use of an automatic interaction
detector could determine dependenc ies among the main components to be
considered , thus possibly reducing the nu~~er of components, and thereby
simplifying the overall method . Finally, although th. nu~~er of test
subjects ussd to obta in results from the various tests would have to be
large enough to be statistically stgatfissnt , in general, the test subjects
could be monolinguals , tather then expert bilisguals.

Balanced aga inst these favorable considerations were those tha t
could be considered possible disadvantages. Since all of these evaluation
test S had been used before — severa l of them, in fact , with the SYSTRAN
system — the strong possibility existed that another application of these
methods would yield no new results , even if the several methods were
considered as one group. Further more , automa t ic interaction detection
techniques obviously do not guarantee to produce d.p.ndencies among test
factors , thu s not necessarily resulting in a reduction of the nu~~er of
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components. Neither can such a technique guarantee to select , if dependen-
cies exist , the most practical or the most convenient method in terms of
time and test material requirements , or in terms of number and type of rest
subjects needed, It is such requirements that make the use of several of
the selected evaluation methods impractical for repeated app lication . Yet
for repeated use of MT evaluation , ease and convenience of use must be
cons idered important factors of an evaluation method . Finally, there is a
major weakness that  p rac t i ca l ly  all of the discussed evaluation methods
share . Although resul ts  obtained from these methods may correlate well
with quality of t ranslat ion , many of them do not rea l ly  test  the correc tness
of t rans la t ion , the basic purpose both of an MT system and of an evaluation
method for that system .

Because of these considerations but with specia l concern for the
last point ra ised , a further alternate approach to MT evaluation was
proposed by Battelle , based on the initial research condition : that if no
existing , off- the-shelf  MT evaluation method were found to be acceptable ,
the method presently in use at the Technical Translation Group in Dayton
would be used for the actua l systems analysis. However , the suggested
method did involve some adaptation of this existing method .

Battelle researchers felt that a thorough analysis of the method
in use at the Techn ical Transla t ion Group, a subjective evaluation of XT
material, usually by a single expert bilingual , could lead to an adaptation
of this method in order to introduce a certain degree of objectivity. The
suggestion was to develop a point scale , similar to the ones developed by
Carroll for his informativeness and intelligibility tests. The scale would
be based on established psychological principles , and would be constructed
after a thorough review of the editing processes in use at Dayton coupled
with in-depth interviews of MT editors at the Technical Translation Group .
This analysis would form the basis for the proposed evaluation scale .

As in the study of the two ini t ia l ly  suggested eva luation methods ,
a certain number of advantages and disadvantages presented themselves
immediately. The main advantage of this last method would be the fact that
it would test the correctness of a given translation , since the proposed
scale would take into consideration both the source and the target language
material. The method would be relatively easy to use, since it was to be
based on a method familiar to the Technical Translation Group analysts. The
method could easily be adapted to indicate either the need or the desira-
bility of various degrees of post-editing procedures in use at Dayton. The
introduction of a strictly defined scale would super impose a degree of
objectivity to the existing subjective evaluation . Since the subjective
evaluation over the period of its use had been accepted as both valid and
reliable , the never adaptation of this evaluation method could , at least
in theory, also be assumed to be val id and reliable. Hence, this newer
method also satisfied the requirements of a scientific procedure.
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However , these req uirements al so formed the major drawback of
the suggested method . In order to ensure that the method did , in fact,
satisfy these requiremen ts, a certain number of tests would have to be
run to establish the required correlation between the old method and its
adaptation. In addition , the weaknesses of the old method would obviously
carry over to its adaptation. These would include the relatively t ime-
consuming effor t of a caref ul evalua tion of the ma ter ial be ing tes ted , and
the requirement that an evaluator be an expert bilingual.

All of these approaches to MT evaluation — the origina grouping
of the four selected main components, informativeness, intelligibility,
comprehens ibility, and reada bi lity, into one group ; the minor variation
of this origina l group ing with the introduction of scales for the compre-
hensibility and readability tests ; and the alternate approach based on the
modification of the present method in use at the Technical Translation Group
in Dayton — were considered in depth with respect to SYSTRAN evaluation.
The fina l decision reached was that , in terms of t ime and cost requirements
and the goals of this research, the concomitant efforts to i~pleinent any of
these methods wou ld not just if y the expected results. Included in the
cons ideration of the total effort  were tasks involving the production of
required test material, administration of tests to carefully selected groups
of test subjects , and the extended analysis of the final results.

As a result of these considerations , an entirely d i f fe rent
approach was suggested by the Technical Translation Group in Dayton.
This method was designed to accomplish several objectives simultaneously.
It would , first, improve components of the present SYSTRAN system; it
would indicate the degree of possible improvement to related components of
the system; it would yield an evaluation of the system based on this degree
of possible improvement. The description of this method, its application
to SYSTRAN evaluation work, the obtained results , and the conclusions drawn
from the results, all form the second major part of this research report.
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H SECTION II I

DESIGN AND APPL ICATION OF AN EXPERIMENTA L APPROACH TO
MACHINE TRAN SLATION IMP~~VEMENT AND EVALUATION

Introduc tion

The new approach to machine translation evaluation suggested
by the Technical Translation Group of the Foreign Technology Division
in Dayton was based mainly on existing techniques and systems capabili-
ties in use at Dayton , both in the language area and in systems work.
In the language area it involved an extension of a process for improving
translation quality through lexical updating necessitated by raw
translation editing. This extension consisted in analyzing, at one
time, a large corpus of raw data , more completely than is usually done
in the post-editing processes. That is, the editing was done with
none of the restrictions usually imposed by SYSTRAN design parameters.
In the computer systems area , existing programs were used to create
experimental SYSTRAN systems incorporating the results of the extensive
editing of the raw data, for comparative testing purposes.

In general terms, this new approach was based on an iterative
evaluation scheme. The operational SYSTRAN system was used to produce
test translations of carefully selected source language technical
material. The unedited translations were analyzed for errors, and all
editing thought necessary was done. These editing suggestions were
analyzed for possible inclusion into existing system stem or semantic
expression dictionaries. Two experimental SYSTRAN systems were genera-
ted, one including the updated stem dictionary , the other including
both updated dictionaries. The same source material was retranslated
by the two experimental systems and the raw translations compared
against the original translation for qualitative and quantitative raw
translation improvement.

This approach involved the careful consideration of two
additional factors of importance to this kind of language improvement
evaluation. The first was the choice of source language test material
to be analyzed for maximum benefits achievable through lexical updating.
The second was the equally important choice of test subjects to do the
actual editing of this material. The consideration of these two factors
involved close cooperation between personne l f rom Dayton and Columbus.
The entire process is described in detail in the following section.
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Description of Proposed Method

The SYSTRA N mach ine translation system is designed to translate
source language material from approximately twelve technical areas rangingfrom mathema tics to biology/medicine. Based on past experience with
SYSTRAN , technical personnel of the Technical Translation Group in Dayton
has rated these technical areas in terms of translation quality of the
translations produced by SYSTRAN. The rating scale is a five-point scalewith the foll owing mark ings : good , above aver age, average, below average ,
and poor. It was felt that for the experimental purpose of this research
those technical areas should be selected that had in the past offered the
most problems to the machine translation system, in terms of the wide
scope of the techn ical field itself and the degree of jargonization present
in the technical language. Two technical areas were selected . One was
mechanical engineering, the only area rated “below average”; the secondwas metallurgy/metals working , selected from a group of technical areas
all rated “average ’. Because of the scope of this technical area , it
requires one of the most extensive vocabulari es in the SYSTRAN system.
In add ition, the sample from this field was limited to the spec if ic area
of metals working; mechinical engineering, however , was effectively
covered in its entirety.

Two samples for test purposes were selected fro. each of the
techn ica l areas. The first was used for the actua l editing and upgrading
of the systems dictionaries. The second sample fro. each area was used
for a study of carry-o ver effects of these upgraded dictionaries . In any
analytic work with natural language one problem is to obtain , f irs t ,
relatively representative samples , and second, if samples are to be
compared or contrasted, to match the type and difficulty-grade of lingu-
istic problems in the two sample s. In the current research , the sampleswere made large enough to be considered repres entative and the materialfor initia l and carry -over effects studies was picked from the same
technica l jour nals for as much unifor mity as possible. Each experimen ta lsamp le contained approxiastsly 50,000 words , resulting in a test corpusof 200,000 words. The tsria t for the area of metals working was selected
fro. the Russ ian jourii.I ~1.snschno-5bta~~~y.cbooy. Proixvodstvo; thematerial for the mechanical engineering field came from the journal
V ..tntk ~~shino.troveutve.

The mast important factor to be considered was the choice ofeditor, to evaluat, Ui, translation of the source language test mater ial.In theory, to achieve a good translation, a translator should tra nslateinto his native language. It was dscLd.d , however, that since thisresearch involved evaluation of an existing trans lation, and since theaim was to achiev, the highest degree of technica l accuracy possible ,
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the edi tors should be exper t bilinguals , specialists in the technical
fields , and native speakers of Russian. The two men selected for this
purpose possessed these qualifications. Both of them are native
speaker s of Russian ; one holds a degree in Mechan ical En gineer ing f r om
the Belorussian State Polytechnic Institute , Minsk. The other holds
a degree from the College of Metallurgical and Mining Engineering in
Czechoslovakia. Of equal importance , however , is the fact that both
of these men have extensive experience in natural language translation.
Their combined experience includes work for the Library of Congress ,
Voice of America , and McGraw-Hill Publishing Company.

These two men were responsible for the editing and the
evaluation of the initial test samples of 50,000 words each in the two
technical areas. In order to eliminate any psychological bias in
evaluating the carry-over effects of the editorial analysis done by
these two editors, a group of five researchers was selected for this
purpose. This group consisted of native speakers of English , all with
degrees in the Russian language , and all with some experience in trans-
lation work. The coordination of both parts of this evaluation effort
was directed by a theoretical linguist with experience in computational
linguistics.

SYSTRAN is not a static translation system. It is updated
on a continuous basis, as data are gathered through the various post-
editing processes of raw translations. The two initial translations of
the source language test samples were produced on the SYSTRAN transla-
tion system in actual operation at the inception of the research project.
A copy of that operat~.onal system was produced , to be held constant
through the period of the research project, for reference purposes , if
necessary.

The initial raw translations in mechanical engineering and
metals working were given to the two editors for analysis and editing.
Two approaches can be taken in the editing of a translation produced
by a machine translation system. The first is to perfon~t the editing
within the parameters of the system itself, disregarding all those
emendations that could not be incorporated subsequently into the system.
This approach obviously requires a thorough knowledge of the machine
translation system itself. The second approach is to consider the raw
translation as a natural language segment with no restrictions, make
all the emendations thought necessary or desirable, then analyze these
corrections, and incorporate into the system all those changes that can
be handled by the system. The second approach was used during this
research. The editing process itself was a careful , thorough coin-
parison of the raw translation against the original Russian language text .
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Upon the completion of the editing process, the set of
emendations was analyzed by technical personnel from the Technical

Translation Group in Dayton and all changes considered valid were

incorporated into the experimental SYSTR.AN system. “Valid” , in this
con text , was defined as “possible to be implemented in the lexical
component of the SYSTRAN machine translation system”. Those changes

accepted for inclusion into the system dictionaries were further
analyzed for inclusion into either the stem dictionary or the semantic
expressions dictionary. An entry in the stem dictionary is one single
sourc e language word with its corresponding translation in the target

language; a semantic expression is a group of two or more words in

which a meaning change occurs because of the relationship 
of the

particular words to each other. Two addi tional experimen tal SYSTRAN
systems were generated, one including the updated stem dictionary 

only,

the second including bo th the updated stem dic tionary and the updated
semantic expression dictionary. The initial source language test

samples were retranslated by the two additional experimental systems.

At the same time the material for the carry-over effects study was

translated using the three experimental SYSTRAN systems. This material

was identified as follows: Phase I, initial translations of both the

original and the carry-over effects study material; Phase II, the same
material translated by the SYSTR.AN system containing the updated 

stem

dictionary ; Phase III, the same material translated by the SYSTRAN

system containing both the updated stem and the updated semantic

expressions dictionaries.

To facilitate the evaluation of these additional. translations,

a computer program was developed to match sentences in any two trans-
lations and to print out those sentences that differed 

in the two

translatio ns . There exist four logical categories in such a comparison.

Category One: No changes were made by the editors in
a sentence of the initial translation ,
and no changes occurred in the corres-
ponding sentence of a retranslation.
This category includes all sentences
chat were judged satisfactory in the
initial translation.

Category Two: No changes were made by the editors in
$ ssntsnce of the initial translation ,
but some chan ge occur red in the corres-
ponding sentence of a retranslation.
This category defines car ry-over effects
in the initial test samples.
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Category Three: Changes were made by the editors in a
sentence of the initial translation ,
and the changes appeared in the corres-
ponding sentence of the retranslation.
This category includes all sentences
with successful updates.

Category Four: Changes were made by the editors in a
sentence of the initial translation,
but no changes appeared in the corres-
ponding sentence of a retranslation.
This category includes those sentences
for which the suggested emendations
either were not incorporated into the
system or were not properly processed
by the system .

The computer program developed to compare sentences was able to print
out those sentences of categories two and three, but did not identify
these by categories. It did not handle categories one and four , even
for identification purposes. Additional information on the computer
program can be found in Appendix B of this report . This computer
program was used to generate comparisons of the following material:
initial t ranslations (Phase I material) against Phase II material , for
both the initial test material and for the carry-over effects study ;
initial translations against Phase III material, again for both sets
of source language samples . The computer comparisons of the original
test sample translations were returned to the bilingual subject-matter
experts for their evaluation. The corresponding material for the carry-
over effects study was evaluated separately by the group of five Russian-
language translators.

The data resulting from the evaluation of the several types of
translation were then analyzed to determine th. effects of each type
of lexical updating on the translation quality of the output of a
machine translation system.

Preliminary Data Analysis

The SYSTRAN machine translation system translates from source
to target language on a sentence-by-sentence basis, with no reference
to preceding or succeeding material. In effect , the system generates
computer records that are complete sentences , ready for printout.
The processi ng computer program , developed for evaluation pu rposes ,
compares these records in corresponding translations, and prints out
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for human evaluation those sentence pairs that differ in the two
translations submitted for evaluation. The evaluation of these
sentence pai rs was done on the basis of a single sentence context , with
reference to the source language original when necessary. The actual
evaluation procedure will be described in detail, and the results of
the analysis of the evaluation will be discussed for the combined
corpus of data , and for each of the technical areas separately. A
similar procedure will be followed for the material evaluated under the
carry-over effects study, and a detailed study of the results of a
comparative analysis of the results of the initial material and of the
carry-over effects material will also be presented. There are, however,
some preliminary results that need to be discussed before the actual
evaluation analysis.

These preliminary results concern the raw data gathered
during the actual initial editing process; the raw data , a corpus of
100,000 words was evenly divided between metals working and mechanical
engineering. The bilingual subject-matter experts who were assigned
to the respective technical areas submitted a total of approximately
6,400 corrections. Although not all of these emendations were later
used to update the experimental SYSTRAN system, it is nevertheless
informative to look at the resulting gross error rate. Since not all
of the suggested corrections fall into the lexicographic area, thi s
error rate cannot be calculated on the basis of the word count of each
test sample. Two ways exist for looking at this rate. One is based on
the operation of the system itself. It generates records that are
complete sentences and analyzes these for translation purposes. The
other is based on the viewpoint of the potential user who must use the
compu~ter output for his purposes. The following tabulations are based
both on units of pages and of sentences. The error rate based on
sentences is given for the total test sample of 100,000 words, since the
breakdown into the two test areas was not available.

ERROR RATE PER C(~4PUTER PAGE

Number Number Errors
of of per

Errors Paaes

Metals Working 3,909 714 5.4

Mechanical Engineering 2,551 602 4.2

Total 6,460 1,316 4.9
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The total test sample resulted in approximately 7,000
sentences. The error rate per sentence is as follows:

ERROR RATE PER SENTENCE

Number Number Error s
of of per

Errors Sentences Sentence

Total 6,460 7,060 0.9

These tabulations itisnediately reflect one important fact, and
that is a difference , possibly only apparent or acc idental , from the
evaluation of the two technical areas made by the Tec~hnica1 Translation
Group of the Foreign Technology Division. Metals working translations
were rated “average”; mechanical engineering translations were rated
“below average”. It would be expected that the calculated error rate
would reflect this rating. However, the error rate, based on errors per
page, reverses this rating: 5.4 errors/page for metals working, but only
4.2 errors/page for mechanical engineering. Although the text samp les
were large enough to minimize possible variations in text difficulty , it
is still possible to list at least three factors that could have influenced
this result. The first is, of course , the possibility that, in spite of
the sample size, the quality of the source language materia l for either or
for both technical areas differed enough from the expected norm to account
for this result. The second is the expertise in editing of the subject-
matter text evaluators and their individual interpretations of the types
of corrections to be made in the test samples. In connection with this
second factor it must be remembered that the sample for mechanical
engineering covered the entire technical field, while the sample for
metallurgy was restricted to metals working. Finally, it must be
assumed that the ratings assigned to the various technical fields, based
on translation quality, are mea n ratings, ~4.th wide variations possiblewithin each technical field.

Nevertheless, although these error rates are informative, they
are also misleading , and must be interpreted carefully . The error rate
per sentence, 0.9, is an average and does not mean that almost all
sentences in the test samples were in need of correction. Furthermore ,
not all of the 6,400 corrections were lexical in nature. When these
proposed corrections were analyzed , approximately 2,100 corrections were
eliminated as being beyond the scope of lexical updating . Howev er ,
the lexical component of a translation is one par t of a machine
translation system that affects a potential user of a machine-aided
translation, both in terms of inaccura te or erroneous translation of
source language terms, and in terms of incomplete lexica that do not
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translate terms at all. The following tabulation , based on lexical
errors only reflects , first, the completeness of the lexica for the
two technical areas , and the possible value of a translation for  a user.
In this tabulation the error rates are based both on page count and on
word count , since the table reflects lexical data. The number of errors
includes both inaccurate or erroneous lexical entries and unfound
lexical entries.

LEXICAL ER1~)R RATE

Number Number
of of Error

Errors Units Rate

4,300 1,316 pages 3.3 error/page

4, 300 7 ,000 sentences 0.6 error/ sentence

4,300 100 ,000 words 4.3 percent of sample

The last entry in the above table is again very informative,
indicating that for the two technical areas under consideration the
corresponding lexica are approximately 95 percent complete. It is
illustrative to note that, in this connection, a computer page printout
contains an average of 150-180 words, and that , from a lexical view-
point only, the user of raw translation output is faced with a problem
consisting of an error , an inaccuracy, or an untranslated term every
45—55 words. It must be noted here that a cursory post-editing process
corrects, in general, only the untranslated terms.

Comparative Data Analysis

The following section, an analysis of the comparative evalua-
tions of the raw translations produced by the Iexical.ly updated ex-
perimental SYSTRAN systems, illustrates the degree of improvement
possible in lexica that are judged to be 95 percent complete.

The initial analysis of the 6,400 emendations suggested as
either necessary or desirable by the subject- matter experts eliminated
2,100 as unsu itabl . for lexicog raphic updating . The remaining 4,300
were further analysed into two large groups. Approximately 1,600 were
classified as stem dictiona ry entries , and were entered into the stem
dictionary of the experimental translation system. They were eventually
used to producs the raw translations identified as Phase II translations.
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The remainder , approximately 2,700 entries both of semantic expressions
and of idiom s , was used to update the second system dic t ionary and , in
conjunction with the stem dictionary , was used to produce raw trans-
lations identified as Phase III translations.

The computer program developed for that purpose was used to
print out sentence pairs that differed in the various raw translations.
For evaluation purposes , the original translation of the 100,000 word
test sample (Phase I) was compared against the Phase II output and
against the Phase III output. This material was delivered to the subject
matter experts for their evaluation , based on the following scheme.

A - An indication of preference for the original
sentence , rather than the updated sentence. This
choice could , of course , imply a change of opinion
by the evaluators , or, more probably, it could
mean a reduction in translation quality due to an
undesirable carry-over effec t of a correction in
the original test sample.

B - An indicat ion of preference for the updated
sentence. This choice ref lects  the successful
updating of a corrected sentence with the
resultant expected improvement. Less likely,
but still a possibility, is a secondary improve-
ment caused again by a carry-over effect of a
correction.

C - An indication of no preference between the
sentences of the original and of the updated
raw translations. This choice implies that
the change in the two sentences was minimal
enough not to be considered as affecting the
sentence either in a positive or in a negative
sense. This set of sentences includes those
that were judged equally good or equally bad.

D - This category was introduced to reflect the
viewpoint of the potential user of a raw
translation. It implies that no evaluative
choice could be made between the two paired
sentences. Sentences were assigned to this
category under the following conditions:
either both sentences contained untranslated
source language terms, or the Phase II sentence
contained an untranslated sourc e language term.
If the original sentence contained an untrans-
lated term, which was translated in the Phase
II sentence , then the sentence was evaluated
on the basis of one of the other categories.
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The following tabulation depicts the evaluations of Phase I
against Phase II sentence comparisons, based on the described evaluation
scheme, f,r both technical areas and for the total test sample. The
total number of sentences evaluated was 4,400, or approximately 63
percent of the total number of sentences. Values are given in percentages
for both technical areas and the whole test sample.

EVALUATION TABULATION VOR TEST SAMPLE
PHASE I VERSUS PHASE II

A B C D

Phase I Phase II No No
Preferred Preferred Preference Choice

Metals Working 37. 867. 97. 27.

Mechan ical Engineering 17. 727. 227. 57.

Total Sample 27. 797. 157. 47.

Several facts need to be mentioned in connection with the
values given in this tabulation. The first is the overall improvement
in translation quality, since almos t 80 percent of the affected sen-
tences were evaluated as improved. The second is the close correlation
in the overall value of category 0, 4 percent, with the estimated 95
percent value, discussed in the previous section, for the completeness
of the systems dictionaries. Finally, the logical expectation that the
poorer of the two technical areas, mechanical engineering, would show
a greater degree of improvement than metals working is not borne out.
This expectation is cont radicted by the “B” categories fo r each area -

86 percent for metals working, but only 72 percent for mechanical
engineering. These values , however , do support the findings discussed
for the gross error rates in the previous section.

A similar table can be constructed for the evaluation data of
sentence pairs drawn f rem the original translation and the Phase III
versions. Since both updated dictionaries are involved in the Phase III
system , the numbe r of affected sentences can be expec ted to increase.
In actuality, approximately 4 ,700 sentences , or 67 percent of the total
number of sentences , were evaluated during this part of the evaluation
process. The following tabulation parallels that given for Phase II
evaluation .
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EVALUATION TABULATION ~3R TEST SAMPLE
PHASE I VERSUS PHASE III

A B C D

Phase I Phase III No No
Preferred Preferred Preference Choice

Metals Working 2% 927 5% 2%

Mechanical Engineering 0.5% 79% 207 0.3%

Total Sample 1% 86% 12% 1%

A number of observationø can again be made based on the values
in this tabulation. The addition of a second updated dictionary should
effect the results of the evaluation in the following way. Category B,
the improved sentence set, should increase. All other categories should
decrease. This iesult is precisely what occurred. The difference between
the two technical areas is still preserved, .2  percent improvement for
metals working, 79 percent improvement for mechanical engineering, with
a total improvement of approximately 86 percent. Perhaps the most mean-
ingful result is the 1 percent rating for Category 0 in the overall sample,
implying that only 1 per’~ent of the lexical material remained untranslatedaf ter the rigorous analysis and careful updating of the two dictionaries.

The same type of evaluation process was done on the text samples
translated for the carry—over effects study. The following tabulations
show the results of the evaluation for this sample, which was processed
in the identical fashion to the original text sample, resulting in Phase I,
Phase II, and Phase III translations, and the comparison between the
phases. Several differences, however, must also be noted. The first
is the fact that the text samples for the carry—over effects study were
modified only by the updated systems dictionaries, not initially edited
by subject—matter experts. The second is the fact that the evaluation
of the material differing between translations was done by a group of
language experts who had not done any of the original editing. Some
differences can therefore be expected in the resulting evaluation data.
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EVALUATION TABULATION FOR CARRY-OVER EFFECTS SAMPLE
PHASE I VERSUS PHKiE ri

A B C D

Phase I Phase II No No
Preferred Preferred Preference Choice

Meta ls Working 3% 747. 9% 14%

Mechanical Engineering 11% 64% 7% 18%

Total Sample 6% 70% 8% 16%

Categories B and D are again of special interest. Metals
working registered a greater improvement , 74 percent , over mechanical
engineer ing, 64 percent, still preserving the relative rating that
these areas had r-ceived initially. Category D will be considered later.
As in the study o~. the initial test samples, there was a Phase I — Phase III
comparison and evaluation for the carry—over effects study.

EVALUATION TABULATION FOR CARRY-OVER EFFECTS SAMPLE
PHASE I VERSUS PHASE III

A B C D

Phase I Phase III No No
Preferred Preferred Preference Choice

Metals Working 8% 542 232 152

Mechanical Engineering 4% 71% 72 18%

Total S ple 72 61% 16% 16%

The results of this evaluation do not continue the trend
exhibited in all the other tables thus far analyzed. The expected
trend, decrease in Categories A, C, and 0, and a corresponding increase
in Category B over the Phase II tabulation values, holds only for the
results for mechanical engineering. One immediate explanation for this
result is statistical. One of the evaluations f or metals working
exhibited completely different results from the others. The cal&ulated
percentages without that one evaluation read as follows:



A .~~ 2
Metals Working 10% 70% 3% 172

The modified percentages for the total sample, using all the data except
this one single set results in the following:

A .
~~ 2

Total Sample 6% 71% 5% 18%

Although these new percentages are closer to the expected trend,
they are not entirely correlated with the expected results, which were
achieved with the remainder of the evaluation data. There may, therefore,
be additional reasons f or this discrepancy. These will be given in the
following section. The following tabulations illustrate both the general
trend discussed above f or the several technical areas and the problem
with the one data set. The parentheses around one set of values indicate
the statistically modified values.

?iETALS WORKING

Initial Sample Carry—Over S ple
— 

— Phases Phases
Category I-il I—Ill I—Il I—Ill

A 3% 2% 3% 82 (10%)

B 862 92% 74% 542 (702)

C 92 52 92 23% 02)

D 22 22 14% 15% (172)
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

initial Sample Carry—Over Sample
— Phases Phases

Category I—Il I—Ill I—Il I—Ill

A 12 0.52 112 4%

B 72% 79% 64% 71%

C 222 202 7% 72

D 52 0.3% 18% 18%

TOTAL DATA

Initial Sample Carry—Over Sample
— Phases 

— Phases
Category I—Ill I—Ill I—tI I—Ill

A 22 12 6% 72 (6%)

1 792 862 70% 61% (712)

C 152 122 8% 16% (5%)

D 42 12 162 162 (182)

The tabulation for total data perc entages leads to a further
brief discussion of the significance of Catego ry D. The values derived
for Category D ar e stro ngly indicative of an add itional point tha t needs
to be stressed. The editing of the initial data samp le and the subsequent
updating of dictionaries resul ted in a reduction of untrans lated or
unfound terms. In the carry—over effects study , however, the initial
Category D values were higher than those for the origina l study, and
they showed no reduction in Phase II and Phase III trans lations . This
result strongly implies both that further study of the lexica is needed
and that further improvement in translations can be achieved through
additional sample analysis and dictionary updating. The following
tabulation lists the Category D valu es for the discussed technical areas
as an illustrat ion of this point . 
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CATEGORY D TABULATION

Initial Sample Carry—Over Sample
Phases Phases

1—Il I—Ill I—Il I—Ill

Metal. Working 22 2% 14% 15%

Mechanical Eng. 5% 0.3% 18% 18%

Total Sample 42 1% 16% 16%

The data thus far presented and discussed reflect the evaluation
into four categories of the set of sentences that differed in two related
translations. The conclusions drawn from the data do not , therefore,
reflect the effects of the updating of sys t em dictionaries on the complete
data sample. The following discussion covers this specific area.

Of the approximately 7,000 sentences contained in the initial
test sample and the updated Phase II translation, 63 percent were affected
by the changes in the stem dictionary, either directly through the cor-
rections made during the editing process , or through carry—over effects
within the initial test sample . Of the number of changed sentences ,
79 percent fell into Category B; i.e., they were judged to be better than
the original. These two percentage figures combine to result in an over-
all improvement of approximately 50 percent. That is, fully half of the
sentences in the test sample were improved by th. lexical updating of
the stem dictionary .

Since a large number of the lexical corrections were incorpo-
rated into the semantic expressions and idicus dictionary, it is essential
to consider also the degree of improvement in translation quality when
the source material was translated against both updated dictionaries.
In this second case the number of affected sentences , when the original
teat was compared with the Phase III tr anslation , incr eased to 67 perCent.
Of this number of changed sentences, 86 percent were judged to be better
than the original sentences, resulting in an overall improvement of
56 percent of the number of sentences in the test sample . It mus t be
stressed that in both of these cases the evaluation of the updated ceo-
tences was dons by the same bilingual subject—matter experts who had
edited the original source language text. The following tabulation
illustrates these fact..
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INITIAL TRAN SLATION VERSUS PHASE II AND PHASE III

Initial Initial
Translation Translation
versus versus
Phase II_ Phase III

Sentences Affected 63% 67%

Sentences Improved 79% 86%

Overall Improvement 50% 56%

The values given in the above tabulation again illustrate
several important points. One is the real and obvious improvement
achievable in translation quality through an efficient updating of
the stem dictionary of a machine translation system. The second point
is the 6 percent increase in improvement in translation quality when
the semantic expression dictionary was updated as well. Since, however,
of the approximately 4,300 corrections made by the subject—matter experts
and used for dictionary updating, 2,700 corrections were incorporated
into the semantic expressions dictionary, and only 1,600 corrections
were used to update the stem dictionary, the 6 percent improvement due
to 2,700 entries seems disproportionately small when compared with the
50 percent improvement achieved by 1,600 entries . These figures are
somewhat misleading, since there exists a definite overlap between
Phase II and Phase III translations. That is, the updated semantic
expressions dictionary affected both sentences that had previously
been affected by the updated stem dictionary and sentences that had
not previously been affected. The overlap between Phase II and Phase III
sentences is considerable. Tests were run on Phaae II and Phase III
translation, of the original test material . Although the results of
these comparisons were not evaluated, they did show that 42 percent of
the updated Phase II sentences were further affected by Phase III
changes . The 6 percent quantitative improvement does not actually
reflect the qualitativ e Improvement due to the updated semantic expression
and idioms dictionary.

The same process was applied to the source language text sample
for the carry—over effects study . It was expected that the dictionary
updating would extend beyond the localized context of the originally
edited text sample. The carry—over effects study was to discover the
globa l effects of the updating when app lied to related source language
material . In general terms , since it is practically impossible to match
th. degree of difficulty of natural language texts exactly, the expected

_ 
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result was a decrease in the number of sentences judged better in the
Phase II and Phase III translations when compared with the result of the
initial analysis. In addition , the raw translations of this related
mate rial obtained from the two experimental SYSTRAN systems were compared
and evaluated by a set of evaluators different from the initial editors.
A further decrease was therefore expected due to the use of different
evaluators , althoug h this use , of course , also had a defini te  advantage.
It tended to eliminate any possible bias in evaluation introduced ,
consciously or unconsciously, by editors evaluating their own work.
Nevertheless , the find ings of the carry—over effects study showed some
very positive results. The following tabulation parallels the one given
f or the origina l study and is based on the 6 ,400 sentences of the carry-
over effects test sample.

CARRY-OVER EFFECTS STUDY

Initial Initial
Translation Translation

versus versus
Phase II Phase III

Sentences Affected 57% 67%

Sentences Improved 70% 61%

Overall Improvement 40% 412

In general , the results of this study confirmed the expected
outco.e. As in the initial study, there was an increase in the number
of sentences affected when going from Phase II to Phase III translations.
Paralleling the increase in the number of sentences , there is an increase
in th. nu~~er of improved sentences in the overall category . The decrease
in improvement in going from Phase II sentences to Phase III sentences
can , in part, be attributed to the output of one evaluator in this study,
as ha~ been discussed previously. Percentages f or the original versus
Phase III sentenc es, when th. results of this one evaluator were excluded,
were 71 percent for Improved sentences , and 47 percent for overall im-
provement. Although the ount of improvement decreased in the carry—over
effects study, there is still a considerable Improvement in translation
quality.

The values presented in the tabulations in th is section , the
relationships developed between these values , and the results thus far
derived viii be further discussed and analyzed in the following section.
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS AND REC0~IENDATIONS

Introduction

The interpretation, ana lysis , and corre lation of the experimen-
tal data , obtained through the evaluation of the raw translations of
Pha se I , and the re lated data gathered from the eva luation of Phase II
and Phase III translations , both of the initia l materia l and of the
carry-over e f fec t s  study , led to the conc lusions cove red in the previous
section. The se conclusions were limited , to a certain extent , to the
context, first, of the specific translations of the source language test
materia l. , and , second , also limited to the constrained area of strictly
lexica l updati ng o f the two technical areas covered by the test material.

There are , however, several additiona l areas that need to be
discussed . In part these areas are also the result of the lexicographic
work done during the current research , but they extend beyond the scope
of the restricted lexicographic updating. These area s need to be
analyzed , therefore , for their possible impact on the SYSTRA N system as
an integrated whole.

The following discussion is divided into four genera l sections:
the first of these is a further generalized analysis of the results and
the re lationships between the initia l stud y and the carry-over effects
study of the source language test material; the second section is a
discussion of evaluation methodology as developed from the evaluation
resu lts; the th ird section covers conclusions and recommendations , based
on the findings of this research, but restricted to the specific area
of lexicographic ana lysis *nd updating and the specific methodology used
to implement this updating; the fina l section covers recommendations
concerning the entire SYSTRAN machine translation system, of which the
updated dictionaries are only one important component. These recommen-
dations are all based on the data gathered during the analysis of the
test material, and the results obta ined from this analysis.

Discussion of Problem Areas

The following tabulations repeat , for easy ref erence , the
va lues given in several previous ly listed tabulations . They also contain
soem addit iona l information , contrasting the results of comparisons among
th. different translation phases.

_ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  
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INITIA L STUDY
(Sample Size: 7,000 sentences)

Original Text Original Text
versus versus Percentage

Phase II Phase III Increase

Sentences Affected 637. 677. 67.

Sentences Improved 797. 867. 87.

Total Improvement 507. 567. 127.

CARRY-OVER EFFECTS STUDY
( Sample Size : 6 ,400 sen tences)

Test Text Test Text
versus versus Percentage
Phase U Phase III Increase

Sentences Affected 577. 677. 177.

Sentences Improved 707. 617. -137.

Total Improvement 407. 417. 2%

The results of the lexicographic updating of the system stem
dictionary, based on the use of 1,600 entries from a total of 4,300
suggested emendation s, demonstra ted clearly the improvement achievab le
throu gh this process. The achieved improvement due to the lexicographic
updating of the system semantic expression dictionary, based on the
remaining 2,700 emendations, seemed disproportionately small when
contrasted with the improvement due to the updated stem dictionary.
A second problem was the actua l decrease in the number of improved
sentences in the carry-over effects study when passing from Phase II
to Pha se III translation s , although there was an overall imp r ovement
due to increase in the tota l number of sentences affected .

Two important parameters of a natura l language translation
need to be considered in this context , t ranslation completeness and
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translation accuracy. These two parameters together influence the quality
of a translation , al though they are difficult to gauge individually. In
genera l term s , however , it can be stated tha t stem dictionaries consisting
of single lexica l uni ts  contribute more to t ransla t ion completeness and
genera l accuracy in terms of the amount of material translated , whereas
semantic expression dictionaries contribute more to specific , contextual
accuracy rather than to translation completeness.

In genera l , th en , it can be expected that the introduction of
a semantic expression dictionary will lead to the improvement of some
sentences that had already been affected by an upda ted stem dict ionary ,
as well  as to the improvement of some sentences not previously a f fec ted .
It is this overlap that leads to the small overall increase in improve-
ment . In actual fact, the overla p between the Phase II and Phase III
sets of sentences was 42 percent for the initia l stud y ,  or approximately
2 ,900 sentences. These va lues indicate the considerable impact of a
semantic expressions dictionary on overall translation quality . This
overla p can , therefore , be considered as one of the factors limiting
the total number of improved sentences. Another factor , also limiting
the increase in improvement to 8 percent only is the following: whenever
possible , technica l personnel of the Technical Translation Group in
Dayton introduced all corrections submitted for their consideration into
the lexica of the system. These corrections inc luded some that were
fel t  to be of very limited applicabil i ty because of extremely restricted
contextual meanings; they also included some corrections that would
usually have been incorpora ted into other components of the SYSTRAN
system. All of these corrections were introduced into the lexicon
because of the restriction of this research to work with the system
dictionaries and because they could marginally be analyzed as lexical
entries.

The above two reasons can be cons idered val id reasons for
the limited 8 percent increase in the number of sentences improved for
the initia l study; they can account only in part for the decrease in
the number of improved sentences for the carry-over effects study.
That is , the overlap between these sets of sentences may be much smaller
than in the initial study. No comp lete test was made , but sampling
checks indicated an approximate overlap of less than 25 percent.
Similarly, the limited value of some of the semantic changes coupled
with the genera l restrictions of such expressions to translation accuracy
rather than translation completeness could also have contributed to this
result. The source langua ge test material could have differed enough
f rom the initially ana lyzed materia l to cause no carry-over or erroneou s
carry-over. (The impact of the results of the evaluation of one trans-
lation analyst has already been discussed.) However, no definite reason
for the decrease could be established .
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A further question that can arise in considering the improvement
achieved in these tests is a statistical one : can the improvemen t achieved
at any stage of the tests be attributed to chance effects? Obviously,
the 50 percent and 40 percent improvements achieved in the initial and
in the carry-over effects study, respectively, through the stem dictionary
updating are considerable enough so that they need not be considered
in this context. Although statistical studies on natural language
samples have to be interpreted with care, due to the very nature of the
data, it is informative to consider the results other than the outcome
of the stem dictionary updat ing  from a s ta t is t ical  viewpoint.

The individual  sentences in the test samples can be considered
as discrete , independent objects , since they are translated with no
reference to each other. Since each of them also has the possibility
either of being improved or of not being improved in a given test stage,
a modified approach to the probabilities of the binomial distribution
can be used to determine the possible influence of chance effects.
A simple example will illustrate this procedure.

Let n 10 be a given sample size, and let x 5 be the number
of successes at some trial. Tables exist for the two-sided limits of
the binomial distr ibution. (See , for example, A. Rand , Statistical
Tables and Formulas.] For x — 5 , and n - x — 5, at a 95 percent
conf idence level , the limits are 0.187 and 0.813. These values imply
that on successive tries any value for x, 2 < x < 8, could be expected
for the given sample of n — 10. However, values of x other than the
2 - 8 range cannot be entirely attributed to chance e f f ec t s .  This method
will be applied to the language studies performed on this project, with
the following modification. Computed statistical tables are limited in
size and do no t go high enough for sample sizes of 7,000. For such
large values of n, however, the binomial distribution converges to the
normal distribution, hence approximation formulas exist to calculate
values corresponding to the explicit tabular confidnnce limits.

Let n be the given sample size , and let p be the probability
for improving a given sentence, and let q — 1 - p. Then the required
limits are iven by p ± 2s, again for a 95 percent confidence level,
where a — pq n. For the cited example of n 10, the calculated values
of 0.184 and 0.816 compare favorably with the tabular values of 0.187
and 0.813. Th, following tabulation presents the statistical findings
for the different sets of test translations.
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BINOMIA L DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
95 PERCENT CONFI DENCE LEVE L

Improvement s Two-Sided Limits
Translations Probability Va lue (approximate )

Origina l, Phase II 0.5 0.00598 0.494 - 0.506

Ori gina l , Pha se III 0.56 0.0051 0.555 - 0.565

Carry-Over, Phase II 0.4 0.00612 0.394 - 0.406

Carry-Over, Phase III 0.41 0.00618 0.404 - 0.416

Statistica l results obtained from natura l language samp les
must always be interpreted with a certain amount of care . Nevertheless,
in this case it is both interesting and informative to look for statisti-
cal conf irma tion of alread y obtained results. Obviously , the results
presented in the above tabu lation can be used to test for chance factors
in translation improvement. For strict interpretation , an entry in the
tabulation should be compared with successive results from a similar
test; i.e., a Phase II translation of the original test material should
be compared with the results of another translation of the same type .
However, there exists another possible interpretation of the calculated
statistica l limits when two different samples are being compared ; chance
factors can be regarded as minimal if the calculated limits do not over-
lap. On this basis the above tabulation shows only one questionable
area, the degree of improvement achieved in going from a Phase II to a
Phase III translation of the carry-over effects study. The upper limit
of the Phase II sample and the lower limit of the Phase III sample over-
lap, 0.406 and 0.404, indicating the possible presence of chance factors,
and further confirming the questionable results of this previously
discussed problem. Of equal importance is the fact that there is no
overla p in the calcu lated limits when corresponding Phase U or Phase UI
samples between the initia l and the carry-over effects studies are
compared. These results, in turn , support the conclusion that the
improvements achieved in translation quality and in carry-over ef fec ts
due to the lexicographic updating are due mainly to the analysis and the
updating performed during the course of this research effort.
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Discussion of Eva luation Methodology

A genera l question of importance tha t must be considered in
connection with the obtained results is that of evaluation of machine-
aided translations. 1~o preliminary points must be made. As had been
discussed previously,  no existing, off-the-shelf evaluation method is
entire ly satisfactory. The main drawback of a l l  of these methods is the
fact that, although some of these method s do demonstrate positive corre-
lation between translation acceptability and scores obtained from certain
measurable factors considered in these methods, none of these method s
really measures the one factor that is of paramount importance — trans-
lation correctness. The one method that does evaluate translations on
that basis is the method that uses an expert bilingual for the evaluation .
The disadvantage of this approach is, of course , the degree of subjec-
tivity that may be introduced into such an evaluation by the bilingua l
expert.

The second point to be considered is not merely how the
eva luation of a translation is performe d but also what it is t h a t  is
being eva luated . A raw translation produced by a machine translation
system can be evaluated as a representative , unrestricted sample of
natural language and evaluated as such, or it can be considered as

i output from a restricted , clearly defined system and eva luated as a
sample of natural language constrained within specific and known system
design parameters. For machine t ranslat ions of’ technica l materia l a
further consUeration can be listed , and that is the eventual usefulness
of the raw t ranslat ion to the potentia l user , who usua l ly has no knowledge
of the source language itself. Given these points, it is to be expected
that an evaluation by a bilingua l exper t will be rated h igher for a
machine-aided translation interpreted as output from a machine translation
system than if it is considered as an example of the unrestricted natura l
language. This assumption can again be confirmed from results of the
current research . The two technical areas considered in this research
were mechanical engineering and metals working. These areas were rated
by Techn ical Transla tion Group techn ical personnel as “below average”
and “average”, respectively , based on a five-point sca le ranging f rom
“good” to “poor”. These eva luations were made by bilinguals , knowledge-
able in machine translation work, and expert in the specific machine
trans la tion system, SYSTRAN . Their evaluations are, therefore , a
relative rating, based on at least three factors: knowledge of the
system limitations , knowledge of the source langua ge , and comparison of
the translations in mechanical engineering and metals working with other
technical areas presently processed by SYSTRAN .

Evalua tion of the raw translations in the same two technical
areas by the bilingual subject-matter experts involved in this project
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rated the two areas as “D” for metals working and “between D and F” for
mechanical engineering. These evaluations were based on the usual A
through F five—point scholastic scale , together with the following
factors:  knowledge of the source language, expertise in the appropriate
technical subject matter , consideration of usefulness of the product to
the potential user, and general background knowledge of machine trans-
lation , but no specific knowledge of the SYSTRAN system .

Since any computer—based system has certain bui l t—in limitations
due to individual computer design , and since a natural language translation
system contains a certain number of linguistic limitations as a consequence
of basic system design parameters , it follows that a machine translation
evaluation method should be based on the theoretical capabilities of the
system . This type of evaluation has as a consequence the requirement
that the evaluation of raw output should be done by bilingual experts,
preferab ly with the technical knowledge necessary to evaluate the technical
accuracy of the translation, but certainly with the system knowledge
necessary to evaluate such raw output in terms of the limitations and
capabilities of the system.

The question of subjectivity in the evaluation process must
also be considered . The analysis of some of the data obtained during
this research demonstrated that careful evaluation by bilingual experts
correlated only to a certain extent with results obtained through the
method used throughout this research. Until an objective, reliable, and
valid method for natural ]~ nguage evaluation is developed , the use of
bilingual experts mus t remain the preferred method , in spite of its
inherent dangers.

Al though the degree of improvement was established during this
research , both for the initial and for the carry—over effects study in
two technical areas, no thorough evaluation was done on the complete
samples in the sense of assigning a rating to the improved samples. An
approximate evaluation was done by the bilingual subject—matter experts
and the Phase III translations from both of the technical areas ra ted
at least one point higher on the five—point A — F scale than the original
raw translation. No corresponding confirmatory evaluation was performed
by technical personnel of the Technical Translation Group. However,
the current research suggested a possible aid to bilingual evaluators
in the area of consistency and limited objectivity.

Consistency in evaluation is aided by a clearly defined scale
to help bilingual evaluators eliminate the subjective in their work.
The following approach is offered as a theoretical possibility for such
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a scale. Main, it is based on the results of the research into the
effects of lexicographic updating. The area of mechanical engineering
is rated poorer in translation quality than that of metals working.
Correspondingly, the amount of improvement achieved in metals working
was higher, 92 percent, than in mechanical engineering , 79 percent.
With additional and similar research in both of these areas and all
other areas processed by SYSTRAN , it should be possible to develop
error or percentage ranges for assigning specific ratings to a given
translation based on the amount of improvement achievable through a
careful editing process. Such an approach would develop an objective
scale for assigning evaluation rates to raw translations. The current
limited research results demonstrate a trend toward a possible useful
correlation between translation quality and possible improvement.

Conclusions and Recommendations for the Lexical Component
of the SYSTRAN Machine Translation System

The main purpose of an operational machine translation system
is the production of useful and technically correct translations for
actual and potential users of the system, and the continuous improvement
of the quality of these translations whenever possible. Since it has
been demonstrated that a concentrated effort in lexical analysis and
subsequent updating of systems dictionaries can lead to a significant
improvement in system output , the third area of discussion addresses
itself to suggestions, recommendations , and conclusions in lexicographic
work.

This area of discussion will treat three separate, though
rela ted, aspects of lexicographic analysis as performed during the
current research. The first is a logical extension of the present
approach, limited in application to the two technical areas thus far
discussed; the second is a series of conclusions that can be drawn from
the current approach and its extension; and the third is a further
extension of the method to the entire area of lexicographic work, as
defined within the SYSTRAN system.

The method used to evaluate and to improve the lexicon of the
two test areas is an iterative method. It is iterative in the sense
that the same test material is submitted to repeated translation by an
updated translation system, with a corresponding evaluation of the new
translation relative to the old one. This process can, of course,
simply be extended further. The present iterative proces passes through
three phases, from the Phase I production and evaluation of the original



test material  to the production and evaluation of Phase III material.
Th is whole process , however , could be considered as one single iteration .
At this point , after evaluation , the Phase III translation could be
redefined as the initial step In the evaluation process. That is, this
translation could now be submitted to the bilingual subject—matter
experts for the sane type of careful lexical analysis that they performed
on the initial Phase I test material.  The emendations made to this
Phase III material cou ld then again be analyzed for insertion into stem
and semantic expression dictionary entries, the respective dictionaries
could be updated , and new Phase II and Phase III translations could be
generated . The existing computer program could again be used to compare
corresponding t ranslat ions for evaluation of the achieved improvement
during this second cycle .

This step of replacing Phase I material with the improved Phase
III material, and repeating the evaluation and updating process for the
comple te cycle , could then be repeated any desired number of times until
no fur ther  improvement could be discerned in the technical lexica under
consideration. This extension of the present method would require some
modifications in the computer program developed for this project .  The
program would have to print out additional information on sentences being
compared to assist evaluators with sentences improved during preceding
cycles . No other changes or modifications would be needed in the present
method to implement these additional steps. Careful attention would have
to be paid to termination criteria for such a process to avoid a possible
oscillation due to repeated duplicated lexical changes. In addition ,
the true contribution of both stem and semantic expression dictionaries
to translation quality could be established more accurately , especially
in the area of overlap .

Together with this extension of the method for upda ting lex ica ,
it is possible to draw a certain number of conclusions, still based on
the results of this project, in terms of the two factors of raw translation
improvement and cost—effectiveness of the method.

Translation quali ty can be improved to a considerable degree
through careful and thorough lexical analysis of selected, representative
test material. A major advantage of this approach to the improvement of
translation quality of an operational machine translation system is the
fact that no major changes are necessary in the basic design of the system.
The dictionaries are already an integral component of the system and the
updating of the dictionaries can be accomplished through existing methods
and progrems.
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The updating of system dictionaries produces strong carry—over
effec ts from the test samples to related technical texts. The rate of
improvement appears to be a diminishing one, although the actual rate is
not identifiable from the results of the present research. This diminishing
rate could be determined through additional carry—over effect studies
using both the extended method described above and additional sets of
test material in the same and in related technical areas . Such a stud y
could be conducted either independently or as part of the extended
iterative approach to lexical evaluation.

Of extreme practical importance, however , is the conclusion
reached on the cost—effectiveness of this process. In general, the
cost—effectiveness of the lexicographic updating is due mainly to the
carry—over effects of the lexical changes, with the resulting amortization
possibilities of the cost of the initial changes over a.a extended period
of time. An additional contributing factor in th is cost—effectiveness
area is the effect that a lexical improvement of 50 percen t, as achieved
in this research, must have on raw output acceptability,  and the consequent
effect of this acceptability on post—editing processes. Such an
improvement should reduce, to a great extent, both the need and the number
of requests for post—editing processes. (A more detailed analysis of the
cost—effectiveness of lexicographic updating is presented in the report,
“An Experimental Measure of the Cost—Effectiveness of Expanding SYSTRAN
Subject—Area Dictionaries”, dated August 17, 1976. presented in Appendix C.

Based on the same factors of translation quality and cost—
effectiveness, coupled with past experiences of the Technical Translation
Group of the Foreign Technology Division with SYSTRAN , a number of
additional recommendation,, related to the work thus far done, can also
be made. These recommendations reflect further logical applications of
the present method.

The SYSTRAN machine translation system contains twelve technical
lexica in the system dictionaries. These dictionaries are rated by
Technical Translation Group personnel according to the quality of raw
translation produced by them. Two technical areas, mathematics and
physics, are rated “good”; one, aviation/space, is “above average”, and
one, mechanical engineering, is “below average”. The remaining eight
are rated “average” : a general dictionary, electronics , computer technology,
biology/medicine, military science, chemistry, earth science, and
metallurgy , which includes the area of metals working. The same type
of study that was conducted for the two areas of mechanical engineering
and metals working can be conducted for the other technical areas with
the same degree of linguistic difficulty; e.g., biology/medicine.
The same degree of improvement that was achieved for the two techn ical
areas used in this research can probably be achieved for these ar eas as
well.

L 
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Finally, further careful research in this type of lexicographic
updating, concentrated in one of the technical areas like physics, rated
“good” in terms of machine translation output , would help to determine ,
first , the immed iate amount of improvement achievable in such an area,
as contrasted with one that is poorer in terms of translation quality.
Second , such a comparison could also lead to two additional developments,
the possibility of establishing quickly and easily ranges for the
theoretical evaluation scale discussed previously, and also the determination
of an upper bound for possible improvement through lexicographic updating .

Conclusions and Recommendations for the Integrated SYSTRAN
Machine Translation Systems

The recommendations of the previous section on the lexicographic
research led to the final area of consideration. SYSTRAN models, to a
certain extent, a natural language system and contains more components
than just a lexicon. There exist also semantic and syntactic components,
contributing to the accuracy of a raw translation. It follows, theref ore ,
that although a significant amount of translation improvement can be
achieved through the use of the lexicon, there is a limit to lexical
improvement. The following brief discussion of SYSTR.AN as a linguistic
system is still based on results of the current research. Specifically,
it is based on the analysis of the total number of emendations made by
the subject—matter experts. Of the approximately 6,400 suggested
corrections, 4,300 were actually used for the lexicographic updating
process. The remainder , 2,100 corrections, was rejected by Technical
Tranàlation Group analysts as unsuitable for purely lexicographic work
as it app lies to SYSTRAN. However, this set of rejected corrections
can in its turn be furthe r analyzed and separated into several large
groups as follows.

Typotraphical Errors. The large majority of these errors was
attributable to key—punching errors. Some were due to misinterpretation
of the original source language text, and a few were due to actual errors
in the source language text itself . The percentage of these errors , based
on the total rn ber of rejected corrections , was approximately 14 percent.

Corrections to Lexical Routtn~i. Lexical routine s are an
extension of the SYSTRAI lexicon . Modificatio ns to these routines fell
outside th. scope of the current research . Corrections that required



either modification of existing routines or development of new routines
therefore were not incorporated into the system . The percentage of
corrections f i t t ing  into this category was approx imately 10 percent.

Modifications of Existing~~~~ tware. The corrections to the
SYSTRAN system under this category involved moderate changes to existing
modules of the system. These changes again fell outside the scope of
lexical analysis, and included such things as prepositional conflicts,
proper names, and measures and weights terminology. The percentage for
this category was appr oxima tely 27 percent.

Extensions to Existing Software. This category included those
corrections that could still be incorporated into the SYSTRAN system ;
these would require an extended effort to implement and to test, since
they involved either the development of extensions to existing programs
or the development of new ones. Generally, these corrections fell into
the areas of rearrangement routines, developing correct English syntax
and word order from Russian word strings. The percentage for this
category was approximately 12 percent.

Corrections Impossible To Implement. This category was
approximately 7 percent of the total. It included corrections that
would have involved basic changes to the design of the SYSTRAN system.
An example of this type of correction is one that required analysis of
the context of more than one sentence. SYSTRAN, however , can only
translate on a sentence—by—sentence basis .

Corrections Analyzed, But Not Implemented. This category ,
comprising approximately 30 percent of the total, was the miscellaneous
class. Included in this category were corrections that fell into such
varied areas as unexplained system failures; suggestions made by the
subject—matter experts that requir ed additional , but unobtained ,
clarification; and corrections that were only sty listic variants of the
original correct translation.

This type of negative data gathered from the lexical analysis
produced a number of corrections in the category described as “Extensions
to Existing Software” that were considered valuable enough to place into
a separate subcategory for future analysis and possible incorporation
into the system. The same data can also be used for a general overview
of the SYSTRAN system as an integrated whole, with possible improvement
to its components, and to its product , an acceptable technical translation
through the interaction of these components.
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Two approaches can be taken in the development of such an
integrated systems analysis.  The f i rs t  is the study of the entire
system with all of its components and their interaction considered
simultaneously. The second consists of the analysis of the effect of a
perturbation in one component on the rema inder of the system . Frequently,
however, an additiona l :~actor must be taken into consideration. That
is the presence of two comp lex systems acting together , as is the case
with SIST RAN , which consists of a primary linguistic system superimposed
on a supportive computer system , each influenc ing the e f f ic iency of the
other . In specific cases, for a thorough system integration analysis ,
the existing man-machine interface must also be considered in the work
toward optimization of the entire system.

The main effort of the current machine translation research
was directed at an analysis and subsequent evaluation of one portion
of the SYSTRA N system, its lexical component, with the major aim of
improving translation quality through improvement in the lexicon. The
following recommendations developed from a system integrat ion analysis
are , therefore, aimed , first , at the purpose of further continued
improvement of the lexical component, and , second , on an analysis of the
possible effects of this improvem~Lnt on the rema ining major components
of the linguistic system, together with independent areas of analysis in
these other components. Some attention will be pa id to the man-machine
interface areas of the SYSTRAN system. These areas include the input
operations and the various operations connected with the raw translation
output. The effect of these changes on the efficiency of tk’~e supportivecomputer system, however, is expected to be of such a minor nature that
it can be omitted in these considerations , except in one cr i t ical  case.

These recommendations for the linguistic portion of the SYSTRAN
system are arranged in the order of ease and speed of possible implemen-
tation, with considerations both of immediate and of long-range benefits.
The recommendations cover the three major components — lexical , syntactic,
and semantic — of the linguistic system, and the appropriate parts of
peripheral programs . It must aga in be stressed that all of these
recommendat tons are made within the constraints of the design
specifications of SYSTRAN.
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Linguistic Componen t of SYSTRAN

Lex icon

The suggested improvements in the lexical component have
already been covered in preceding sections , in terms of the twelve
technical areas presen tly translated by SYSTRAN , and in terms of the
stem and semantic expression dictionaries into which these technIcal
glossaries are arranged. An immediate result of the current resear ch
is a strong recommendation that an extensive effort be made for a
similar concentrated analysis of the remainder of the technical glossar ies ,together with a thorough study of the relative contributions of the stem
and semantic expression dictionaries. Since a subjective rating ..of theseglossaries already exists, this evaluative effort should proceed from( the poorer to the better cases, giving the possibility of stopping the
evaluative process if returns indicate decreasing resultant benefits.
Based on the findings of the current research, it is reasonable to assume
that this additional research would lead to improved translation quality
in terms of translation completeness at practically no reduction in theefficiency of the computer component of the SYSTRAN system . Obvious ly ,
this work with the lexical component would not necessitate changes in
the design of SYSTRAN.

Lexical Routines

The SYSTE.AN machine translation system contains a set of lexical
routines, accessed by the system through its own macrolanguage , on the
basis of certain key words. These routines are used mainly to resolve
ambiguities in running text. Although the analysis and use of lexicalroutines exceeded the scope of the current research, a certain amount of
the data gathered through the analysis of the suggested changes during
the lexical evaluation process fell directly into the area amenable tocorrection or further improvement through the use of lexical routines.
It follows, therefore , that the implementation of changes or additions
to lexical routines supported by the data gathered for mechanical
engineering and metals working would result immediately in further
improvem.nt . in translation quality for these areas. Improvement f or theentire system could be achieved through additional data applicable to
lexical routines; the data cotld be obtained from the implementation of
the recommendation for improvement of the entire lexicon. In the area oflexical routines, an improvement in translation quality can be obtainedwith little additional cost to the supportive computer system, sinceboth the concept and the general specifications for the lexical routines,as well as the macrolanguage for their use in the system, already exist.
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Semantics

One area of possible research that could lead to an improvement
in translation quality in terms of translation accuracy is that of
semantics, as defined for the SYSTRAN system. The lexicon in SYSTRAN
incorporates a number of semantic codes attached to individual lexical
entries. The recommendation in this area is for a separate, concentrated
study of both the existing set of semantic codes for general applicability
and f or logical completeness, and an analysis of these codes in terms of
possible optimal internal organization, e.g., hierarchical , Inclusive ,
etc. This recommendation is obv iously not for immediate but for long—
range results. It is not directly related to lexical analysis, in
terms of the current research , although its implementation would affect
both the dictionaries and other system components. The eventual benefits
from a thorough analysis of this semantic area would again result in
trans lation improvement in terms of accuracy . Although the implementation
of possible further recommendations arising from such a study would be
reasonab ly difficult , these recommendations would still be based on
already existing concepts and components of SYSTRAN , with little effect
on computer system efficiency.

Syntax

Because of the difficulty in implementing the recommendation
covered under this heading, it is listed as the last point in the sequence
of suggestions for linguistic system improvement, although the benefits
derivable from its implementation are expected to be considerable. In
general, the problem consists of analyzing a given sequence of text of
the source language, not in terms of its lexical components but in terms
of universal syntactic components, as given by a phrase structure
representation. The second part of the problem is then to rearrange this
structure to conform to the corresponding structure in the target
language. Again , the basis for this approach already exists in the
SYSTRAN system . The routine designed for this purpose does need to be
integrated into the system using both the information given by the lexicon
and the gr~~~atical analysis of strings given by other components of the
existing system, such as the existing and operational set of syntactic
routines. The general specifications for such a rearrangement routine
also exist for the SYSTRAN system, although efficient implementation
would requir e an extended effort in linguistic analysis and progr~~~ingand systems study. This recommendation, if implemented, would also have
an appreciable effect on computer operations, since it can be reasonably
expected that phrase structure analysis and rearrangement would be
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time—consuming in terms of computer usage, even assuming efficienttree—mapping algorithms. The effect on translation quality, however,would be appreciable, with a considerable carry—over effect into thearea of one aspect of man—machine interface.

Man—Machine Inteif ace

SYSTRAN Inp~~

Several fac tors need to be mentioned br iefly in connectionwith the preparation of input for SYSTRAN . These include the amount
of input that can be processed by a staff limited in size , and theerror rate attributable to human operators with no knowledge of the
source language. Obviously, these problems can be improved by appropriatestaff increases and increased attention to quality control in input
preparation. The long—range solution, bo th for increase in input anddecrease of error rate, is the development and eventual use of appropr iateOCR equipment for direct input operations.

Output Analysis

SYSTRAN produces a raw translation for the use of the systemuser . Frequently , the quality of the raw translation requires a po st—editing process to produce an improved version known as a preliminaryedited translation. A second degree of post—editing , resulting in afinished machine translation, has been eliminated in favor of directhuman translation without recourse to the computer translation system.The implementation of the recommendations for the lexicon, the lexicalroutines, and the semantic components of SYSTR.AN would result in improvedraw translations, with less need for preliminary edited translations.Similarly, the addition of a syntactic rearrangement routine could beexpected to reduce the need for finished machine translations orcorresponding translations by human experts.

An interpretive model of a natural language translation systemcan be represented in general term as consisting of three major components ,lexical, syntactic, and semantic. This representation covers only thelinguistic portion of the system, of which the other portion is thesupportive computer system . Both of these parts of the system can besubjected to systems analysis f or optimization purposes. The computersystem, on which the linguistic system is superimposed , can very easilybe analyzed for greates t possible efficiency in terms of computer
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utilization, but it should not be done at a loss of completeness and
accuracy of the linguistic system, since the main purpose of the combined
systems is the production of acceptable natural language output.

Because of this primary purpose of the SYSTRAN machine t ransla t ion
system, efficient computer usage has not been covered in this systeth
integration analysis. The peripheral input and output operations have
been covered br iefly. For the main components of the linguistic system,
recommendations have been offered for lexical , syntactic , and semantic
improvements to be developed and integrated into the existing system.
These recommendations are submitted for possible future consideration.
They are based on the findings of the research into the lexical component ,
restricted by the basic design of SYSTRAN itself , and offer ed with a
reasonable expectation for successful implementation and for overall
improvement of translation quality.
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APPEND IX B
SYSDIF COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The SYSDIF Program compares sentences from two SYSTRAN system
print files. The print files are generated by translating the same
material using two different versions of the SYSTRAN system. These
print files of translated material are matched sentence by sentence to
see if there has been a change in sentences of one tran slation as com-
pared with the other translation. Sentences that are different from
one translation to the other are listed by the program. The program
processing flow is given in Figure 1.

The program is written in FORTRAN EXTENDED. It is operational
on Battelle ’s CDC CYBER 73 computer . The listing of the FORTRAN EXTENDED
source code along with SCOPE operating control cards accompanies this
report. The program required 850 system seconds on the CDC CYBER 73
to run the 10,000—word comparison of two translations.

Inputs to the SYSDIF program consist of two tape files . The
tapes are the output print tapes of the same material translated by two
different versions of the SYSTRAN system. The tapes are seven channel,
odd parity, 800 bpi density and EBCDIC characters. The records are
71 character print lines and are blocked 10 records per block.

Output from the SYSDIF program is a listing of the sentences
that differ  along with a coun t of the total number of sen tences and a
count of the number of sentences that differ. 
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Figure 1. SYSDIP Progr Processing Flow
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APPEND iX C

AN EXPERIMENTAL MEASURE OF THE COST EFFECTIVENES S OF
EXPANDING SYSTRAN SUBJECT AREA DICTIONARIES

The purpose of the machine trdnslation research project being
conducted under RADC Contract F30602—75—C—0078 is an evaluation of the
SYSTR.AN Russian—to—English machine translation system based on the degree
of improvement achievable in translation quality of raw system output .
This possible degree of improvement in translation quality was achieved
through the analysis and upgrading of one of the most basic , but most
a...ceL~ ible, components of the machine translation system, the lexical
component. The lexical component was analyzed through a concentrated
editing ef for t of a large , representative sample of raw system output.
All emendations that fell within the scope of the lexical updating capa-
bilities of the system were introduced into the appropriate lexica of
an experimental test system. The lexical analysis and editing were done
by bilingual editors , native speakers of Russian, who are also experts
in the technical areas covered by the test sample , metals working and
mechanical engineering. Further, although the SYSTRAN machine translation
system is able to translate technical literature from a number of tech—
n~cal areas, the test samples for this research were drawn from those
areas considered to contain the moat problems, in the sense of the diff i—
culty and complexity of the subject matter contained in the source language
literature, due to the complexity of these technical fields and their
highly jargonized nature.

SYSTRAN is not a static machine translation system. Continuous
analysis of raw translations produced by the system, either specifically
for periodic systems evaluation or indirectly through various post—editing
processes, leads to a corresponding continuous updating of the system,
mainly in the lexical component. This process, although not of the nature
of a concentrated effort like the one of the current machine translation
research, does result in a gradual improv ement of the lexical component
and consequently to an improvement in raw systems output.

Current research involved the production of raw translations of
the test samples from two different experimental SYSTRAN systems. The
first of these was a system containing an updated dictionary consisting
of simple lexical items. The second system contained this dictionary as
well as an updated dictionary of semantic expressions. The updating of
both dictionaries was based on the corrections to the original text during
the editing process. Both of theae test translations produced by the
experimental machine translation systems were compared with the original
output, and analysis of this material has indicated an appreciable degree
of improvement in raw output. A major question that now needs to be con-
sidered is the following: Since a continual updating of SYSTRAN is always
in progress, is such a concentrated updating effort as the one undertaken

L ~~~~. _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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during this research cost—effective in terms of system integration within
the lexical component , and in terms of improvement of raw system output?

The cost effectiveness of this updating effort as compared
against a continuous updating of the system can be considered from at
least three different aspects. The first of these is a time and cost
analysis of the actual updating of the lexical component of the system,
and its direct effect on system output. The second is a study of the
effects of the improved lexicon on processes associated with raw system
output, namely, the post—editing processes. The third of these aspects
is an analysis of the effectiveness of the lexical updating in terms of
its applicability, not only to the original test samples, but also to
rela ted mater ial, i.e., the cost effectiveness of localized corrections
applied on a global scale.

The basis for a coat—effectiveness study on the degree of
improvement of raw system output, based only on the analysis of the
lexical component of the system , is the test sample of approximately
100,000 words of source language material. This amount of technical
literature resulted in 1,316 pages of computer output for the corresponding
English translation. Careful editing of this material resulted in approx-
imately 6 ,400 corrections to the English text, based on a study of the
corresponding Russian text. This number of errors reduces to 4.91 errors
per computer page printout. Since such a page contains approximately
150 to 180 words , these figures can be refined further to one correction
per 30 to 36 words. These figures give a reasonable estimate of the
completeness of the lexicon in question. Hence, the question that arises
is how the additional 6,400 corrections affected the quality of translation.
Careful analysis of the 6,400 corrections eliminated approximately 2,100
as being beyond the scope of the lexical updating. The remainder, roughly
4,300 corrections, were introduced into the system, either into the stem
dictionary or into the semantic expression dictionary. The 100,000—word
test sample was retranslated, first against the updated stem and old
semantic expression dictionary (Phase TI), then against both updated
dictionaries (Phase III), and the original translation was then compared
with each of the new translations. Those sentences that differed in the
translations being compared were extracted from the translations and
resub mitted for evaluation . The results of these evaluations, in terms
of sentences affected , are discussed below .

Of the approximately 7,000 sentences contained in the test sample
and the updated Phase II translation , 63 percent were affected by the
changes in the lexicon , either directly through the corrections made dur ing
the editin g process, or through carry—over effects. Of the number of
changed sentences , 80 percent were judged to be better than the original.
These figure. combine to an overall improvement of 50 percent, i.e., fully
half of the sentences in the test simple were improve d by the lexical
updating of the stem dictionary.

)
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Since a large number of the lexical corrections were incorporated
into the semantic expressions dictionary, it is essential to consider also
the degree of improvement in translation quality when the source material
was translated against both updated dictionaries. In this case the number
of affected sentences , when the original text was compared with the Phase
III translation, increased to 67 percent. Of this number of changed
sentences , 86 percent were judged to be better than the original sentences ,
resulting in an overall improvement of 56 percent of the number of sentences
in the test sample. In both cases, the evaluation of the updated sentences
was done by the bilingual subject—matter experts who had edited the original
text.

TABLE I

INITIAL TRAN SLATION VERSUS PHASE II AND PHASE III

Initial Initial
Translation Translation
vs Phase II vs Phase ITT

Sentences Affected 632 61R
Sentences Improved 802 86%

¼ Overall Improvement 50% 562

It must be noted that the 6 percent incre ase in improvement due ,
superficially, to the semantic expressions dictionary is somewhat misleading.
The semantic expressions dictionary affected sentences that had been pre-
viously improved by the stem dictionary, as well as sentences that had not
been previously affected . (When test runs were made on Phase II and Phase
III translations of the original test material , 42 percent of the Phase II
sentences were affected by Phase III changes.) Further, two important
parameters of a natural language translation must be considered in this
context , translation completeness and translation accuracy . Although
these parameters are difficult to gauge individually, it can be stated in
general terms that stem dictionaries contribute more to completeness and
general accuracy, whereas a semantics expressions dictionary contributes
more to specific, contextual accuracy. The importance of the increase in
improvement caused by this second dictionary cannot therefore be under-
estimated.

The work on the system dictionaries demonstrably led to a 50
p.rc.nt improvs.snt in translation quality. For th. purpose of a cost—
effectiveness study, this work can be divided into four major stages :
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0 the editing of the original test sample , the analysis of the emendations
for insertion into the system dictionaries, the actual coding of the
updates and the subsequent system update, and finally the cost factor
of the computer processing, together with the associated operations,
e .g . ,  key punching. The first of these stages was done by non-Air Force
personnel. The other three were done by the Technical Translation Division
(WIT), Foreign Technology Division, Wright—Patterson Air Force Base, Air
Force Systems Counand .

A time and cost analysis, based strictly on time and cost figures
or estimates , is never very accurate when applied to a highly subjective
field , such as natural language processing. There are always a number of
subjective factors to be considered in conjunction with the objective data.
Although the following cost—effectiveness study for the first part of the
overall analysis will be based on objective data, some of these subjective
factors will be listed also , to be taken into consideration for the overall
analysis.

The subject—matter experts doing the machine translation test
sample evaluation did their evaluation on the basis of their knowledge
of the Russian language, not restricted by the design parameters of a
machine translation system . Also, the design of the research effort
demanded a careful, thorough, and accurate editing process. Hence a
number of corrections were generated that were either unsuitable or im-
possible for lexical updating. Similarly, because of the unfamiliarity
of these experts with the SYSTRAN updating system their rate of editing
was slower than the rate of a SYSTRAN staff analyst .* Finally it must
be kept in mind that some of the following figures are only best possible
estimat es , due to the breakdown of the updating process into several
specific stages , caused by the different groups of researchers involved
in the various stages .

V TA3LE II

TIME AND COST

sours Cost

Text Editing 999 813,986
Analysis of Update Cards 360 $ 4,100

Coding and Update 1,320 $10,570
?~terials $ 200

Computer Processing $ 2,000
(including key punching) 

_____ _______

Total 2,679 $30,856

*Avsra$s rate for subject- matter experts • 6 changes per hour .
Average ra ts for SYSTEM! staff analysts • 8 to 12 change. per hour .
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A reasonably direct measure of cost effectiveness for a machine
translation stu~iy is the degree of improvement found in translations of
related technical areas caused by the updating of dictionaries. That is ,any dictionary work can only be cost—effective if the effects of such an
updating extend beyond the purely localized material, the material whose
editing caused the initial updating. Hence, for the purpose of a carry-
over effect, study, a teat sample of approximately the same size as the
original test sample , and drawn from the same technical areas of metals
working and mechanical engineering, was translated using the or iginal andt he two experim ental SYSTRAN systems. These translations were comparedagainst each other , using the same procedures as for the original transla-
tions. The evaluation of these sentences that changed In the translations
being compared was made by a set of evaluators different from the initial
editors. In general terms, since it is practically impossible to match V

natural language test samples exactly, the expected result was a decreasein the number of sentences judged better in the Phase II and Phase III
translations. Nevertheless, the f ind ings of the carry—over effects studyshowed very positive results. The following table parallels the one given
for the original study and is based on the 6,400 sentences of the secondtext sample.

V 
TABLE III

CARRY-OVER EFFECTS STUDY

Initial Initial
Translation Translation
vs Phase II vs Phase III

Sentences Affected 57% 67%
Sentences Improved 702 612
Overall Improvement 40% 41%

There is obviously still a considerable improvement in translationquality. The decrease in improvement in going from Phase II to Phase IIItranslations may have been caused by one of the evaluators whose scores
differed markedly from the others. Percentages for the original versusPhase III sentences, sxcluding the results of this one evaluator, were71. percent. Thes. results can be combined for th. following cost—sfftct tve—
ness study.
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TABLE IV 

-

INITIAL STUDY
(7 ,000 SENTENCES)

Original Text Original Text Increase
vs Phase II vs Phase III Phase ITT/Phase II

Sentences 63% 672 6%Affected

802 862 72

V Overall 50% 562 12%Improvement

TABLE V

CARRY-OVER EFFECTS STUDY
(6,400 SENTENCES)

Test Text Test Text Increase
vs Phase II vs Phase III Phase ITT/Phase II

Sentences 572 67% 17%Affe cted
Sentences 702 612 —132Improved

Overall 402 412 1 22Improvement

The total number of chang es made by the subject-matter editors
was 6,400, of which 4,300 were usable for lexical updating purpose.. The
cost effectiveness of thi. work viii be discussed in terms of the effects
these changes had on textual units , the 7,000 sentences of the sample texts.

Total Editing Cost : $13,986
Total Updating Cost : $16,870
Total Cost : $30,856

V Total Editing Cost per Sentence : $2.00
Total Updating Cost per Sentence: $2.41
Total Cost per Sentence : $4.41 - :
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Since 50 percent of the test sentences were actually improved by
the lexical updating procedure, the cost for improving a sentence is
actually $8.82. This cost figure , however , does not reflect the amortiza-
tion of the carry—over effects study. Of the 6,400 sentences in that study,
40 percent were improved . Hence , through no further systems work , a total
of 6 ,060 sentences were improved , consider ing both the 7,000 original
sentences and the 6,400 sentences of th. carry—over effects study. The
cost per improvement is therefore i ediately reduced to $5.09. This
process can be extend ed to subsequent translations with a corresponding
decrease in the cost per improvement. There is a rate of diminishing
return, although this rate cannot be determined from present information.

The f inal area of possible analysis for a cost—cffectiveness
stud y of the SYSTRMI systam is one for which no concrete data exist. It
is mentioned only because the lexicographic work done in the curren t
research could have a positive effect on this area . This theoretical
impact can be discussed in two parts.

The first of these parts is concerned with the number of amen—
dations actually made by the text evaluators. Of the approximately 6,400
corrections, 4 ,300 were used in th. lexical updating process. Twenty—one
hundred were rejected as unsuitable for lexicographic work. Rowever , this
set of corrections could be separated into five large groups: typographical
errors , corrections requiring lexical routine updating, corrections re-
quiring obvious software modificstions, corrections that could, with
extended effort, be incorporated into the system, and corrections impossible
to implement.* The amount of data gathered for one SYSTRAN lexicon would
enable SYSTR.AN analysts to pinpoint, and hence to improve, problem areas
in the system other than the simple lexical work of this project .

The second of these parts involves the 50 percent improvement in
raw output acceptability and the possible effect of this improvement on
the post—editing proc esses . An improvement of 50 percent in raw output
acceptability should , at least theoretically, reduce in some degree both
the need and the number of requests for post—edi ting processes .

It is possible to draw a number of conclusions, based on the
two factors of translation improvement and cost effectiveness developed
in this project.

(1) Translation quality can be improved through
lexical updating of a machine translation system.

*Corrsctions impossible to implement are those that would require changes
in the design parameters of the system. An ~xsmple is a correction thatrequires analysis of two sentences simultaneously , since SYSTEM! crans—
lates on a sentenc e—by—sentence basis.
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(2) Lexical updating produces strong carry—over
effects from the test sample to related texts.
The rate of improvement appears to be a dim inishing
one , although the actual rate is not identifiable
at present .

(3) Cost effectiveness of lexical updating is due to
the carry—over effects of lexical changes with
the resulting amortization possibilities of the
cost of the initial changes over a period of
time.

Based on the same criteria of translation improvement and cost
effectiveness in addition to past experience of the Technical Translation
Division of the Foreign Technology Division with SYSTRAN , a number of
recomeendations can also be made.

(1) The same type of study, conducted for the areas
of metals working and mechanical engineering,
can be conducted for other technical areas with
the same type of difficulties, e.g., biology/
medicine, with the expectation of the same degree
of success.

(2) Further researdh of the same type in one of these
technical areas could determine the rate of
diminishing return for lexical improvement.

(3) The same type of study, conducted in a technical
area like physics, which is considered excellent
in terms of machine translation work, could
determine the upper bound of improvement achievable
through lexical updating,
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